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T
he following information will

help you determine what type

of heat shrink product is most

appropriate for your application. It will

serve as a step-by-step guide to assure

you that you’re buying the correct prod-

uct, and it will help you to identify the

most cost-effective solution while ensur-

ing that what you buy is going to meet

your needs. In this section, the basics of

heat shrink tubing are discussed.

How Does Heat Shrink Tubing Work?

Heat shrink tubing is manufactured

using a two-step process. The first step

involves standard extrusion procedures,

after which a secondary process makes

the tubing heat-shrinkable.Although the

details of this secondary process are pro-

prietary, heat and force are used to

Joe Tito
Wiring Harness News

_________________________________

R
epresentatives from Minneso-

ta Wire were on hand at the

recent Wire Processing Tech-

nology EXPO to host a seminar on the

innovative non-traditional conductors

and shields they are now producing.

Chip Laingen, Director of Communica-

tions and R & D, and Brian Wagner,

Director of new Market Development at

Minnesota Wire, were on hand to

describe their cutting-edge conductors

and shields.They also discussed the mar-

ket opportunities for these products,

and invited feedback on the processing

challenges of these new materials.

Minnesota Wire has been manufactur-

ing wire, cable, and interconnect assem-

blies since 1968. Their story of innova-

tion, however, started about eight years

ago. Laingen stated, “As a company, we

looked at our industry in terms of what

was evolving in wire, and wire process-

ing.” After quickly concluding that “not

much has changed with wire for about

100 years,” Minnesota Wire began to

look at federally funded R & D programs

that were available.They discovered the

military was providing funds for devel-

opment of new wire and components

that were lightweight and invisible to

radar. They then began the arduous

process of applying for the funding.This,

Laingen stressed, was the best way for

Minnesota Wire to become innovative

and globally competitive. He advised

that “the Federal Government is the best

venture capitalist - they let you keep

your IP.”

The first program they won, through

an SBIR R & D program, was the Smart

Connector Prognostic Health Manage-

ment Wire program for an F16 upgrade.

“With over 116 miles of wire in these

legacy (older) aircraft,” he explained,

“there was a big problem diagnosing

faults.” Using Spread Spectrum Time

Domain Reflectometry, their engineers

T
he 10th Annual Electrical Wire

Processing Technology Expo

was held May 18th and 19th at

its permanent home in the Frontier Air-

lines Center in beautiful downtown Mil-

waukee. The show was booming as

more than 1700 attendees from around

the world met over 100 exhibitors

showcasing tools, processing equip-

ment, test platforms, and other materials

used in wire and cable harness assembly.

The show has become the single biggest

gathering of wire processing equipment

manufacturers and harness fabricators

in North America.

The show hosted five seminars high-

lighting new technologies and intensive

technical forums given by highly talent-

ed speakers from all facets of the indus-

try. Minnesota Wire demonstrated some

of their cutting-edge conductors and

shields using their proprietary carbon

nanotube structure, and discussed possi-

ble market applications. Representatives

of USCAR from Ford Motor Company

revealed the use of ISO metric wire on

all new platforms, and discussed indus-

try standardization. Schleuniger’s pres-

entation on crimping quality was likely

the best illustrated and presented educa-

tional platform on crimp quality man-

agement ever presented to the industry.

WCM Associates gave an excellent pres-

entation on Value Stream Mapping and

piqued the interest of the audience dis-

cussing ways to go “lean” with the

administrative function. Rennsteig Tools

rounded out the schedule presenting

their new self-monitoring “Smart” indent

crimp tool that boasts the ability to be

calibrated quickly by the user. The sem-

inar room was sponsored by Wire &

Cable Technology International.

Visitors were also treated to great

amenities that added to the comfortable

atmosphere. Wiring Harness News

sponsored a Business Center, Cyber

Café, and a Massage Area for the weary.

There were morning and afternoon

snack and beverage breaks sponsored

by Komax, Shafer, Mechtrix, and the tra-

ditional Thursday Bloody Mary Bar was

sponsored by Mecal By Starn. Lobby cof-

fee both days was compliments of the

Wiring Harness Manufacturer’s Associa-

tion (WHMA).

Exhibitors to this show are able to

show a great return to their trade show

marketing expenditures, while enjoying

some royal treatment in the process.

Assembly Magazine treated them to a

Beer-N-Brats party on Tuesday, the day of

set-up. The Frontier Airlines Center and

Wiring Harness News had lavish break-

fasts for exhibitors on the 17th and 18th

respectively. Wiring Harness News and

Artos Engineering held a wonderful VIP

party on Wednesday with plenty of

music, food, fellowship and fun.

Wiring Harness News caught up

with exhibitor Phil Hulstedt of Mechtrix

Corporation at the show. Hulstedt was

most instrumental in getting the show

started, and related his story. Some of

the large shows that previously hosted

wire processing equipment manufactur-

ers were expensive, and began to gravi-

tate away from the industry.As Hulstedt

related, “I called Bucky Mueller, Pete

Woboril, Jim Sopp, and John Olsen and

said ‘look, we have this wonderful new

exhibition center here in Milwaukee -
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we should try to get them interested in

doing a show for just our industry,’ and

they were all interested.” Hulstedt called

the Frontier Airlines Center (previously

the Midwest Airlines Center) and was

able to raise their interest.The group sat

down with Rick Freiberg from the Cen-

ter and explained their idea of a smaller,

well focused show. Freiberg was able to

present the idea to management at the

Center and, together with Jay Partington

of Expo Productions, the show became

a reality.

From Hulstedt’s perspective, two

things stand out about this show:“First,

from the exhibitor point of view, not

only is the cost relatively low, but the

cooperation we get with the various

tradesmen at the Frontier Airline Center

is great. You have exhibitors falling all

over themselves telling you what a great

experience it is. It’s one million percent

better than what we experienced at the

larger venues throughout the country.

The second thing that’s been a wonder-

ful surprise is how much our customers

have enjoyed coming to Milwaukee. It’s

safe.You can walk to a good restaurant,

and hotel rooms are half the price of

rooms of competing cities. The work

rules and influences in the larger venues

detract from the overall experience, and

I’m glad we were able to build some-

thing without those distractions. Every-

body has done a good job and the

exhibitors and attendees have both ben-

efited.”

His concluding remarks were equally

complimentary: “This is a classic exam-

ple of a show where quality is way more

important than quantity.The vast majori-

ty of attendees are decision makers who

have the ability to make purchasing

decisions.There may only be about 1700

attendees, but every one of them is

worth talking to. There aren’t people

there collecting brochures just to go

back and show their boss they were

busy that day.”

The Electrical Wire Processing Expo

show has grown steadily since its incep-

tion in 2001. The Milwaukee show has

become the de-facto showcase in the

industry for small manufacturers of pro-

totype tools, to large manufacturers of

high volume equipment. The confer-

ence is expected to be even bigger in

2012 with some coil winding vendors

also scheduled to exhibit.

If you missed the show this year, it is

imperative that you put it on your sched-

ule for May 9th and 10th,2012.For more

information on exhibiting, or to be

placed on the attendee mailing list, con-

tact Cheryl Luck, Sales Manager, at

cheryl@epishows.com.

(See photo coverage of the show on

pages 30-31)

Wire Processing Expo
Continued from page 1 ______________



B
ob Curran, a Cable Assembly

and Wire Harness industry vet-

eran of over 23 years and

founder of  7 MILE Solutions Inc., recent-

ly acquired AMTI, a leading global manu-

facturer of precision tubing cutting and

marking machines, shrink tubing,materi-

al curing ovens, and custom automated

assembly machinery.

“As a former customer of AMTI, I was

familiar with their high quality products,

exceptional customer service and com-

prehensive technical support. AMTI  (a

former division of Maxant Technologies

Inc.) has a well established track record

and reputation as a market leader. Our

tenured team is intimately familiar with

the needs of our customers and is its

greatest asset. We are poised for growth

and will be working with our strategic

customers/partners to further expand

on our world class product offering and

our custom engineered automation solu-

tions”.

Curran founded Conectec RF/

Conectec International a TS16949 regis-

tered in 1996. Conectec was located in

Hoffman Estates and had provided

RF/Coax interconnect and assemblies to

the Aerospace, Automotive, Computer,

Medical, Military, Test Instrumentation

and Wireless Communications indus-

tries.

He started his career with NEP Elec-

tronics a regional value added distribu-

tor in Wood Dale Illinois where he was

introduced to value-added assembly. He

later moved to The Phoenix Company of

Chicago, a RF connector manufacturer

and assembler of RF/Coax cable assem-

blies.
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SLICE® 141 THE SHRINK OVEN

INCREASE PRODUCTION AND REDUCE LABOR

847•588•2280
thanlon@maxant.com

www.amti-products.com  

THE SLICE®141 will automatically cut HST, Con-
voluted Tubing, Spiral Wrap, Hose, Wire Gas-
keting, Braided Bus, Multiconductor Cable and
can pull from a Gaylord!

• Accuracy, + 1.0 millimeters

• Adjustable Cutting Speed from 1” - 30” per 
second

• Up to 99 Stored Standard Programs and 
30 Batch Programs.

• Safety Features, 2-Hand Operation and 
Emergency Stop Switch

This PROVEN conveyorized oven utilizes Hi-Velocity Heated Air to quickly cure your Heat
Shrink Tubing, increasing your production and reducing your labor cost. Whether you are
processing small components, heavy wire cable or 20 ft long harness assemblies. The
SHRINK features:

• 52” long oven chamber with 6” x 12” opening

• 92” long conveyor with speeds to 100”/minute

• Operating Temperature to 350 deg. F

• Easily moved to meet your production requirements

7 Mile Solutions Inc.
Acquires AMTI

Wiring Harness Identification System!
The SumiMark IV Printing System is designed specifically for identification 

marking on SumiMark heat shrink tubing which meets specification AMS-DTL-23053.

SumiMark heat shrink tubing is manufactured on continuous rolls, thus reducing 

material waste and labor when compared to formatted tubing printer models. Flexible

and easy-to-use software allows marker files to be created and printed in under 

1 minute. The SumiMark IV printer is manufactured with a high tensile strength 

aluminum frame and components - ideal for high volume operations where speed and

reliability are necessary. A thermal transfer printing process creates an excellent 

quality mark which can be handled immediately after printing and meets print 

adherence requirements of SAE-AS5942.

For more information on the SumiMark IV Marking System, 
please contact your Sumitomo Electric Interconnect 

Products, Inc. distributor or call us at 760.761.0600 ext. 258 
for a demonstration at your facility.

SumiMark IV Marking System
• Flexible

• Easy-to-Use
• Reliable

• High Volume
• Low Waste

• Print Quality

“The New AMTI Team”
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Thermal Transfer Printers, Software, 
Labels and Wire Markers

Insulation Supply Company
An Electrical Interconnect Distributor

We Stock and Distribute Heat-Shrinkable Tubing, Adhesive Coated Heat-Shrinkable Tubing, Heat-Shrinkable Molded
Parts, Crimp Splices, Solder Splices, Heat Guns,  Wire Identification Solutions - Labels, Software, Label Printers, Tape,
Electrical Protection Sleeving, Lacing & Tying Cord, Cable Ties, Spiral Cut Tubing, Split Loom Tubing, Corrugated 
Tubing, Medical Grade Tubing, PVC Tubing,  PTFE Tubing, PEEK Tubing and Value Added Services.

Industries We Support:
• Aerospace • Electronics
• Aircraft • Energy
• Automotive • Medical
• Defense • Rail
• Electrical Appliance • Utilities

Our Top Product Lines:
• Atkins & Pearce/Ben-Har, Suflex • Judco/Focus-Lite
• Brady Product, Facility & Safety Identification • Panduit
• Breyden/Gudebrod • Permacel
• CYG/THERMOSLEEVE/USA • Steinel
• DSG-CANUSA • TE Connectivity/Raychem
• Federal Mogul/Bentley Harris Protection Products • Thomas & Betts
• Grayline • Varflex
• Hilec • Western Filament
• Insultab • Zeus

www.inscoinc.com (800) 457-7715 info@inscoinc.com

Since 1952

Family Owned
Award Winning Customer Service

A1728 ISO9001:2000
AS9100:2004-01

Electrical Interconnect 
Heat-Shrinkable Solutions

Heat-Shrinkable Wire IdentificationPTFE Heat-Shrinkable Tubing

Nomex & PPS 
Abrasion & Bundling Solutions

PTFE Spiral-Cut Cable Wrap

Heavy Wall Heat-Shrinkable Tubing

Judco/Focus-Lite
Heat-Shrinkable Tubing Processing Machine



By Paul Hogendoorn
_________________________________

Leaders need 360 degree vision,
and then some. I’m two weeks
into a six month sabbatical with

the goal of setting the company’s future
course, but I find I can’t properly look
into the future without first reflecting
on the past.A lesson I learned in a high
school orienteering class many years
ago is that you can’t be sure of your
direction unless you know for sure what
point you came from and what point
you are heading toward.

Looking forward is what most leaders
do instinctively. It’s the reason that many
of them are leaders – they are looking
ahead at where they want to be, not sat-
isfied with where they currently are at.
Often they look forward into what
appears a fog to others, but they are fix-
ated on a point on the horizon that they
are aiming for. In their mind’s eye, they
have a picture of what their company
looks like 2 years, 5 years and even 10
years off.Without a forward looking per-
spective, it’s tough to really lead.

Leaders also have to look to their left
and their right with regularity. Looking
to one side, they see their competitors,
alliance partners, customers and suppli-
ers. It’s important to know who your
competitors are,not to copy them or fol-
low them, but to make sure you always
understand what differentiates them
from you in the marketplace. And it’s
important to know where your alliance
partners and suppliers are too.You need

to be on the same page with them.

Looking to the other side, many lead-
ers find their primary resource network:
other leaders. No one really knows the
challenges and understands the true
motivations of leadership more than
other leaders.Over the 30 year course of
my career, I have often sought the advice
and counsel of other company leaders,
and others have sought mine.Things are
often not as black and white as others
believe them to be. The motivation for
most leaders is more than simply profit
or the success of their companies – they
want to make a difference,either in busi-
ness, in other people’s lives, or in the
world. It’s why their lives have always
gravitated towards leadership.The chal-
lenges are often deeper than the symp-
toms that are evident on the surface,and

these are the things that keep them
awake. Driven by unique motivations,
and pondering the challenges at deeper
levels, often leaves a leader needing the
understanding company of other lead-
ers.

The leader also needs to look behind
as well. If no one is following, then you
are not really leading. It’s easy to go for-
ward full speed ahead when you are fix-
ated on a goal you believe in, but do
those that are following believe it too?
The leader has to be able to gage the
level of buy-in by his or her team, and
then perhaps adjust the scope of the
vision in order to achieve the necessary
buy-in. The leader’s long term vision

doesn’t have to change, but the scope of
what is shared has to be adjusted
according to the team’s ability to
embrace and digest it. Marketing and
vision-casting are not just out-of-building
and forward looking activities; they are
just as important internally to keep your
team in lock-step behind you.

That covers the four basic directions
– forwards, backwards, and to each side.
But there’s more than that. Leaders also
need to look upward, and also inward.

Paul Hogendoorn cofounded OES and
OES-A. He is a founding member and
past chair of the London Region Manu-
facturing Council and can be reached at
phogendoorn@oes-inc.com
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Leadership Requires More than 360 Degree Vision

Paul Hogendoorn, OES Inc.

CABLE SUPPLIER OF CHOICE!



found that by shooting a live signal

down a sacrificial carbon nanotube

(CNT) coating; they could determine

not only where a problem was, but

where one was likely to occur.

Laingen revealed that in further phas-

es of development of this technology,

Minnesota Wire developed CNT tapes,

yarns, sheets, and even spray-on versions

of this shielding. These further proved

useful in shielding missiles in high elec-

tromagnetic (battlefield) environments.

Conductive versions of this material may

soon lead to airframes and surface com-

ponents themselves being the signal

conductors.

iStretch® "Stretchy" and iStealth™

“Invisible”Wire

Further development with CNT tech-

nology at Minnesota Wire lead to a twist-

ed braided structure known as

iStealth™ wire. Laingen explained that

iStealth™ is radio-translucent, corrosion

resistant, thermally stable, and extremely

lightweight (up to 65% lighter than tra-

ditional wire). He noted that conductivi-

ty is currently limited to very high-end

signals, but that the pace of develop-

ment is swift.

By far, the most commercially devel-

oped innovation at Minnesota Wire is

the iStretch® elastomeric wire. “About

six years ago,” described Laingen, “the

army put out a Broad Agency Announce-

ment indicating they were developing a

vest with sophisticated electronic sys-

tems, like GPS and heart monitors, link-

ing back to headquarters.” Laingen

revealed that the biggest problems for

the Army were weight and connectivity

of the varied components. “They asked

us to make the interconnect more

robust and our engineers stumbled

across making wire that could stretch to

take pressure off of the connectors,” he

said,“but they didn’t specifically ask us

to make stretchy wire.” The resulting

iStretch® wire consists of an elastomeric

core surrounded by a copper wire twist-

ed in a proprietary fashion (fig. 1). The

iStretch® wire has over 100% stretch

and, Laingen added, “we have actually

made them with up to 300% stretch.”

The presentation then shifted to

Brian Wagner who spoke mostly about

market applications and processing

challenges with iStretch®. Wagner was

proud to say they handed iStretch® from

the R & D Department over to Produc-

tion in February of 2011.“We have three

customers who are currently buying

wire and prototype assemblies, and

every month we are adding components

to our commercial offering,” he stated.

Wagner indicated one large area of

application for iStretch® is in the appar-

el industry. “We are cur-

rently working with Adidas

to devise a way to wire

shirts and vests for soccer

and track players to moni-

tor heart rate and track

acceleration by GPS.” He

furthered that with such

monitoring “you could, in a

400 yard run, find out

where a runner will max

out on speed, and at what

point they use the most

energy.” Wagner also

showed the audience a

prototype for a sport “ear

bud” style headphone

assembly; and hinted at

other drawing board appli-

cations in the audiology,

medical (neonatal and

defibrillator), and robotic

fields.

Most of the processing

of iStretch® is currently

done by hand.Wagner stat-

ed, “We have not accom-

plished all of our objec-

tives with respect to pro-

cessing, and that’s one of

the reasons we are here at

the show.” He made a call

to the industry to begin to

develop next generation

processing for this prod-

uct; and suggested several

parameters for the group

to contemplate, such as:

• What kind of tension-

ing devices do you need

for cable that stretches?

• How do you maintain

overall lengths?

• At what point do you

meet the criteria for a pull

test, or is there a better

way to evaluate assembly

integrity?

Wagner noted that as

there was Federal R & D

money available for Min-

nesota Wire to develop

iStretch®, so too is such

funding available to devel-

op these next generation

processing techniques.

During Q & A, Wagner

pointed out that conduc-
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Non-Traditional Conductors & Shields – Minnesota  Wire
Continued from page 1 ______________

Figure 1



tivity of iStretch® is the same as regular

wire, that gauging is the same,and that it

is terminated using much the same

process as regular wire. When asked

whether resistance changes with

stretch, Wagner said, “From what we

have seen very little if any.”

He also stated that iStretch® is avail-

able in a variety of temperature ranges

and is the same as traditional wire in

terms of weight. Because the product is

at the beginning of its life cycle, it is

more expensive,“but with the variety of

commercial opportunities so huge, the

price will come down.”

Later, at the Minnesota Wire booth,

Chip Laingen expressed the desire to

work with other companies developing

the market potential of iStretch®. When

asked specifically about licensing the

technology, Laingen stated “We are

exploring all options but that type of

partnership is certainly a possibility.”

Authors Note on Federally Funded R

& D - A significant portion of the presen-

tation was spent outlining ways Min-

nesota Wire used federally funded pro-

grams to fund R & D for their innova-

tion. The federal programs presented

were: Small Business Innovation

Research (SBIR), Small Business Technol-

ogy Transfer (STTR), and Broad Agency

Announcements. Both gentlemen saw

this as the company’s path for transfor-

mation over the past several years.

Through the presentation, and discus-

sions afterwards, it became evident that

this journey is almost as intriguing as the

innovations themselves.To that extent, I

felt this part of the story is deserving of

its own feature, which will be forthcom-

ing in Wiring Harness News.Mr.Laingen

has agreed to speak with me regarding

their learning curve with these pro-

grams, and some of the intricacies of the

application process.

In the mean time, he suggested a web

site to view current funding opportuni-

ties: www.zyn.com. This site is provided

by Zyn Systems which is a technology

and management consulting firm spe-

cializing in helping companies with fed-

erally funded R & D programs.
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Wire Strippability

The ease with which a slug of
insulation can be cleanly
stripped from an insulated cop-

per or aluminum wire is a characteristic
that can impact the efficiency of the
stripping process as well as the quality of
the termination. Wire strippability is
often taken for granted, but it quickly
becomes a major concern if difficulties
arise—especially with high-volume pro-
duction. The characteristics of wire and
automated stripping equipment some-
time interact in subtle and complex
ways.As a result, troubleshooting can be
difficult and time consuming. Breaking
an issue down into its component parts
is usually helpful in understanding and
correcting a problem. Below is an
overview of some of the key characteris-
tics that influence wire strippability.

Strip Force
The strip force of an insulated wire is

the axial force (in pounds or Newtons)
required to remove a given length (for
example 0.4 inch or 10 mm) of insula-
tion from a conductor in preparation for
termination. The amount of friction or
adhesion between the insulation and the
copper conductor must be low enough
for the slug to be easily and cleanly
removed, yet high enough so the remain-

ing insulation does not slide on the con-
ductor during stripping or during subse-
quent processing. Industry standards
provide test methods to measure this
force.

A typical strip force measurement
method consists of the preparation of a
sample of wire with a certain length of
insulation removed from one end of the
wire while leaving a longer length of insu-
lation undisturbed. The uninsulated end
of the wire is then inserted through a
hole in a metal plate that is slightly larger
than the copper conductor. The remain-
ing length of insulation is pulled from the
conductor by pulling the conductor
through the metal plate using a tensile
testing machine pulling at a specified
rate.The maximum force reached during
stripping is measured and recorded.

The strip force of a wire varies with
length of slug, wire size, insulation type,
type of stranding, etc. but is typically in
the range of 5 to 25 lb. (22 to 111 New-
tons). Wire manufacturers can control
strip force within reasonable limits by
careful control of conditions during
extrusion of the insulation including con-
ductor surface cleanliness and texture,
conductor preheat, extrusion tempera-
ture, extrusion pressure, “drawdown,”
cooling rate and so forth.
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Cut-Through Resistance 
The cut-through resistance of a wire

insulation (or jacket) polymer must be
high enough to withstand the mechani-
cal forces of installation and use and to
comply with industry standards. At the
same time, it must be low enough to per-
mit the knives of a stripping machine to
reliably cut the material. PE (polyethyl-
ene) and XLP (cross-linked polyethyl-
ene) are common materials with rela-
tively high cut-through resistance, while
EPR (ethylene propylene rubber), sili-
cone and polyurethane have relatively
low resistance. PVC (polyvinyl chloride)
typically has a cut-through resistance
somewhere between these two
extremes. The knives of the stripping
equipment must, of course, be sharp
enough to cut cleanly through the insu-
lation or jacket and must also be proper-
ly adjusted so the insulation is cut all the
way through without nicking the cop-
per or aluminum conductor.

Crush Resistance
As with cut-through resistance, the

crush resistance of wire insulation must
be high enough to withstand installation
and in-service mechanical forces and to
comply with industry standards. The
crush resistance of a wire must also be
high enough to withstand the force

applied by the grip of automated strip-
ping equipment. This force is often
adjustable and must be set high enough
to prevent slippage as the insulation slug
is pulled from the copper conductor, yet
low enough so as to not damage the
wire insulation.The crush resistance of a
wire depends primarily on the type of
insulation or jacket material, but also on
the type of conductor stranding. Wires
with finely stranded conductors typical-
ly have better crush resistance because
the conductor is “mushier” than a
coarsely stranded or solid copper con-
ductor.

Insulation Hardness
Insulation (or jacket) hardness can

also affect strippability. Soft, rubbery
insulations such as EPR, silicone or CSPE
can buckle and thus bind as they are
being pulled from the conductor if adhe-
sion to the conductor is too high, espe-
cially if the strip length is long.This phe-
nomenon is seldom an issue with harder
polymers such as PE, XLP and Teflon® .
Polymer hardness is often measured and
reported using a method called durome-
ter hardness testing. Details of this test
method are given in ASTM Standard
D2240.

Teflon is a registered trademark of
DuPont. ASTM D2240, Standard Test
Method for Rubber Property-Durometer
Hardness, www.astm.org
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John Wilson
Business Development Manager,

Integrated Electrical Systems 
Division, Mentor Graphics Corp

______________________________

In 1909, Henry Ford famously
announced that his company
would build only one type of

vehicle (the Model T), and that cus-
tomers could have their cars paint-
ed in any color… “so long as it is
black.”So began a century-long saga
of escalating options, choices, and
complexity. By 2009, Mr. Ford’s
company offered ten million con-
figuration options (among them,
black paint) for its popular F150
pickup truck—just one of many

models in the company’s product
line.

Complexity is now the key chal-
lenge for vehicle design on every
scale. Technology delivers ever
more functionality, which means
more features and capabilities that
must be powered, monitored, con-
trolled, and designed. A growing
range of (mandated) active passen-
ger restraints and emission controls
must be interconnected. And amid
all this, vehicle makers must offer
aggressive pricing levels to stay
competitive.

Customer options and variants
can multiply the buildable configu-
ration possibilities by a power of 2
for each addition. A car with 20

independent options, therefore, has
220 (1,048,576) potential configu-
rations, though in practice this
number is usually reduced by
astute combining of individual
options.

With hundreds of options and all
the resulting variants, the task of
delivering a finished, proven plat-
form design becomes increasingly
costly. The designs and their vari-
ants all need to be validated.
Economies of scale for manufactur-
ing become squeezed. Inventory,
logistic and obsolescence cost rise,
and the creation of service docu-
mentation becomes increasingly
complex.

Of course, complexity comes at
a cost and this must be
weighed against the com-
petitive value of variety,
since more variety means
more ways to attract and
satisfy customers. Is there a
balance to be found?
Design tools need to move
beyond the automation of
electrical wiring design
tasks and begin to treat
electrical design as one ele-
ment in an overarching
challenge: the management
of cost.

Cost and Complexity
Implications Drive 
Decisions

Much of the vehicle
platform design team’s
electrical engineering
work depends upon mak-
ing fundamental decisions
about architecture. The
decisions must consider
both the electrical vari-
ance and the marketing-
related variations from
product planning. Other-
wise a simple “inexpen-
sive” change can prove
costly when the vehicle is
configured for real cus-
tomers. Figure 1 (page 16)
depicts a common situa-
tion: the need to achieve a
desired functional result,
which in this example can
be achieved either by
adding new bus messages
or a new ECU. Which to
choose?

Adding bus messages to
the bus between Devices 1
and 2 would require addi-
tional programming on
these two ECUs and possi-
bly others, and will
increase the bus latency.
Integrating a new ECU
(Device 3) and related
wiring adds parts but may
require no programming.
While the latter choice
looks more expensive, the
full cost resides in the
impact of either change
across the millions of vari-
ant builds defined by Prod-
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• Micro-Spot Welding

• Compacting

• Splicing

• Contact Welding

• Resistance Brazing

• Terminal Welding

• Automation

• Resistance Welding

• Laser Welding

• Stamping/Bending

• Controllers

• Inverters

MANUAL STATIONSAUTOMATION

CUSTOMIZED MODULES

39 Scenic View Drive • Deep River, CT 06517
Phone: 860-227-0683
Fax: 860-526-9296
Internet: www.strunk.de

www.strunk-connect.com
Email: h.bockard@strunk-connect.com

info@strunk.de
automated solutions, Inc.

MINIMINI FUSE HOLDER CAP

Use with Delphi/Packard components 
to build a 280 Series Sealed Metri-Pack 

MINI Fuse Holder 

Designed for harsh environments and
engine compartment conditions

Phone: (440) 871-0800 • Fax (440) 871-0799
E-mail: sales@whiteproducts.com

925 Bassett Road, Unit D, Westlake, OH 44145
www.whiteproducts.com

Balancing Cost and Complexity in 
Automotive and Aerospace Electrical Design
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uct Planning. Engineering decisions
inevitably interact with marketing
choices.

The only way to properly understand
the interactions of marketing and engi-
neering complexity is to fully model the
relationships at every step in the
process. Most brands offer many plat-
forms, as implied in Figure 2. Each plat-
form can be decomposed into several
systems or domains such as electrical,
interior, and body.These in turn decom-
pose into subsystems and ultimately into
individual components that may need to
be engineered in one or more variants.
The number of variants must be defined
to ensure that a variant level is available
to support every possible orderable
vehicle, encompassing the 10 million
configurations mentioned earlier.

Deciding the correct number of vari-
ant levels is not simply dependent on
the constraints of the local system and a
subsystem such as electrical wiring.

There is significant cross-dependency
between systems and subsystems, signi-
fied by the arrows in Figure 2 (Page 18).
For example, if a platform has three dif-
ferent roofline configurations, then this
may require three differing electrical
plans.This in turn might affect the inte-
rior details, and so on. Small feature-
packaging decisions can have a big
impact on the optimum number of vari-
ant levels. Finding the balance between
cost and complexity is a huge task, but a
study by A.T. Kearney concluded that
companies can improve their profit by 3
to 5% by optimizing this balance.

Tools and Processes in Transition
Product plans capture marketing

choices: major mechanical variants,
optional features, permitted feature
combinations, and bundled features.
Engineering architectures capture
embedded software, electronics, net-
works, physical layout, functional imple-

mentations, and more. The two are rec-
onciled by a process that follows a simi-
lar pattern in most companies:

• The design process begins with the
platform definition and consideration of
the feature content and option & variant
definition.

• Then it proceeds with mechanical
layout and electrical design steps that
show how everything needs to be con-
nected together from a purely electrical
standpoint.

• Next, the physical wiring step maps
the conceptual system connectivity
onto the physical design.

The result of this effort contains all
the correct wire routing, physical
lengths, and more.These steps complete
the wiring definition and set the stage
for individual harnesses to be defined.

Unfortunately this time-consuming
process makes it difficult to optimize
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VALIDATION TESTING - EQUIPMENT
WIRE HARNESS DESIGN

• Li-Ion Battery, Wire Harness & Components Testing Under USCAR, Military, ISO Specs
• Wire Harness Design, Cost Estimation, Cost Reduction, Sorting, Re-work
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• Advanced Measurement Software (line, area, etc.) 
• Powerful USB “C” Mount Digital Color Camera. 
• File Saving, Import & Export to bmp, jpg, png. 
• Setting for Brightness, Contrast, Sharpness. 
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775 Davis, Suite #4
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Balancing Cost and Complexity

Figure 1:Two approaches to implementing a function within a vehicle.The decision
between these two must consider cost, weight, wiring, support, and more.
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cost versus complexity. Great
time and effort must be applied
up front before designers can
calculate the cost of their deci-
sions with real quantitative data.
Historically OEMs have relied on
approximation, guesstimation,
and extrapolation to optimize
their designs.

Today, automated architec-
ture software is supplanting
older “manual” methods. Using
commercially available architec-
ture design tools, designers can
rapidly generate precise defini-
tions of wiring, harnesses, con-
nectors and devices; capture
these choices; and generate real
cost metrics.

Product Planning Solutions
Take a Broad View

Product planning tools are
established in most enterprises
today. Complementing the
wiring design tools, product
planning tools model the inter-
actions of marketing choices
such as major mechanical vari-
ants,optional features,permitted
combinations, required combi-
nations, and other factors. Plan-
ning tools capture all of the engi-
neering detail involved in the
design and use it to generate
accurate cost metrics.This is the
essence of balancing cost and
complexity.

Modern complexity optimiza-
tion tools enable a design flow
that delivers well-tested, well-
documented, and accurately-
costed concepts to manufactur-
ing.To grasp the tool’s contribu-
tion, imagine a project chartered
to create a conventional passen-
ger car. Figure 3 is a process-
spanning view of some key plan-
ning steps that follow.

It all begins with a definition
of the vehicle models to be
addressed by the new product,
shown in Step 1. In this example
these include Canada, Mexico,

U.S., and “export,” with addition-
al qualifications relating to right-
or left-hand drive.A summary of
the number of physical (order-
able) and electrical variants
appears here. Expanding the
detail on any of the markets
brings up specifications for stan-
dard selections and retail and
fleet options as well as “must-
have” and “not available” restric-
tions for the particular market.
These include safety items and
also specify option pairings and
disallowed combinations.
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Figure 2: Proliferation among the harness Variant Levels is affect-
ed by many factors, including the interaction of elements at the
Domain and Subsystem levels. A set of three Body options, for
example, might cause a need for three new Electrical schematics,
as implied by the red lateral arrows. This triples the number of
wiring plans and similarly multiplies the number of Variant Levels.

Balancing Cost and Complexity
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Multi/Cable Corporation Announces
Expansion of Manufacturing Facility

Multi/Cable Corporation, recognized as

a leading manufacturer of custom made

multi-conductor and multi-pair electrical

wire and cable, is proud to announce a

major increase in its manufacturing capa-

bilities. A new 10,000 square foot addi-

tion will be added onto its existing facility

during summer 2011. 

The addition will streamline

Multi/Cable’s manufacturing process by

providing space for several new manufac-

turing lines already purchased, awaiting

installation. These improvements will

allow our company to more than double

our extrusion capacity. Additionally,

Multi/Cable currently employs fifteen peo-

ple and as many as seven new jobs may

be created as a result of the expansion.

Multi/Cable is thrilled that in these tough

economic times it has the opportunity to

expand to better meet the needs of its

growing customer base.

Multi/Cable is acknowledged through-

out the wire and cable industry as one of

the nation’s leading manufacturers of cus-

tom wire and cable solutions for some of

the world’s most demanding industries.

Founded in 1975 and headquartered in

Bristol, Connecticut, Multi/Cable continues

to satisfy its customers with exceptional

service and fast turnaround times at a

competitive price. 

For more information visit website

www.multicable.com or call (860) 589-

9035.

Allied Wire & Cable Welcomes New
Sales Reps To Locations Across the U.S.

Allied Wire and Cable is proud to
announce the addition of seven new sales
representatives to its locations in New
Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and
Nevada.

Despite economic struggles and wide-
spread unemployment plaguing the U.S.
in recent years, Allied has continued to
grow its business and provide much-
needed job opportunities. The past few 

months have been no exception. Allied is
pleased to announce the hire of seven
new sales representatives to its locations
across the country. 

At Allied’s headquarters in Pennsylva-
nia, Jessica D’Andreamatteo, a recent
graduate of the Indiana University of Penn-
sylvania, looks forward to the start of her
career in the wire and cable industry. 

Blair Dameron, another new PA repre-
sentative, brings vast product knowledge
to the team from his work at Fastenal.
Dameron says, “Allied was one of my most
reliable vendors while at Fastenal…their
reliability and customer service as well as
an amazing staff were things I truly
believed in. I am excited to have the
opportunity to join the Allied team.”

Wisconsin welcomes Cory Kleeba and
James Toshner, alumni of
the University of Wisconsin
– Milwaukee with experi-
ence in sales and marketing. 

Toshner comes from a
position as an Inside
Account Manager with the
Hunter Business Group,
working with companies in
the manufacturing and engi-
neering industries. 

Kleeba moves to Allied
from a position as an
Account Executive and
Regional Marketing Manager
for Skyline Displays and
Marketing.

Allied’s New England
branch adds Stephanie
Whitney, previously a Sales
Manager Trainee at Bisco
Industries, and a graduate of
Palm Beach Atlantic Univer-
sity where she studied Busi-
ness and Dance.

Chantay Williams and
Michael Galena join Allied’s
newest location in Las
Vegas, Nevada, opened in
November 2010. Williams
has a history with the wire
and cable industry as a
Sales and Product Manager
at Arrow Electronics. More
recently, she worked at Indi-
um Corporation as a World-
wide Customer Support
Specialist. 

Galena has over thirty
years of experience in elec-
trical wholesaling, ten of
which were spent in the
wire and cable industry. He
comes to Allied from JCH
Wire & Cable in Las Vegas.
Galena says “I’m looking for-
ward to continuing my
career at Allied, and using
my experience to give my
customers the best service
around.”

Allied Wire & Cable is a
family owned and operated
wire and cable distributor
and value added manufac-
turer. For more information
on Allied Wire & Cable,
please visit www.awcwire.
com.
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New Line of Hi-Tech®

Trans-Guard® EXT 
Current-Limiting Backup Fuses 

The new line of Hi-Tech®

Trans-Guard® EXT Current-
Limiting Backup Fuses from
Thomas & Betts – offering
the smallest size in the
industry – interrupt high
fault currents and limit the
amount of energy let-
through to the source of
the fault to a value well
below the typical with-
stand capacity of the
equipment, providing
greater protection and
safety. Applied in series
with a cutout expulsion
fuse for interrupting low- to
mid-level currents, the Hi-
Tech Trans-Guard EXT Cur-
rent-Limiting Backup Fuses
significantly reduce energy
let-through during a fault
while still allowing enough
let-through current to melt
and drop open the coordi-
nated cutout fuse, making it
easy to identify visually
where the fault occurred.  

The design of the Hi-
Tech Trans-Guard EXT Cur-
rent-Limiting Backup Fuses
offer:

Lowest energy let-
through in the industry. The
fuses’ superior perform-
ance offers the lowest total
l2t let-throughs in the
industry, providing maxi-
mum protection for over-
head distribution equip-
ment by minimizing energy
let-through during a fault.

Most complete range of
ratings available. A high-
fault interrupting capability
of as high as 50kA symmet-
rical, as well as the broad-
est range of ratings avail-
able, at up to 100K at 8.3kV
and 15.5kV, and up to 80K
at 23kV.

Smallest size. The Hi-
Tech Trans-Guard EXT fuse
is the smallest fuse of its
type in the industry, making
it easier to handle and
install.

With integral pre-assem-

bled hardware, the Hi-Tech Trans-
Guard EXT Current-Limiting Backup
Fuses reduce installation time. Their
durable design extends outdoor life
and includes machined brass end
caps and filament-wound epoxy,
center-less ground tubular bodies
with an oven-baked acrylic paint fin-
ish. They are available in a wide vari-
ety of mounting and connection.

For more information about
Thomas & Betts Hi-Tech Trans-Guard
EXT Current-Limiting Backup Fuses,
visit www.tnb.com or call (800) 816-
7809.

Gotelli Assumes Sales Manager
Position at JIT Manufacturing Inc.

JIT Manufacturing, Inc. has named
Doug Botelli Sales Manager. Prior to
accepting the Sales Manager posi-
tion, Mr. Gotelli was the Western

Regional Sales Manager for Endicott
Interconnect.

Mr. Gotelli has 25+ years of expe-
rience in sales and sales management
in the Printed Circuit Board industry.
Gotelli is based in San Jose, CA and
will head up JIT Manufacturing’s sales
team, working extensively with
account managers and customers in
the field. The new position reports to
Mark Whittaker, JIT General Manager.

“Doug has a tremendous manufac-
turing background and fully under-
stands our products and services.
Doug will be very effective working
with our existing customers and cus-
tomer support personnel while
expanding JIT’s customer base and
sales channels,” said Mark Whittaker,
JIT General Manager.

For further information visit the JIT
Website at www.jitmfg.com.
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WIRE HARNESS ASSEMBLY STATIONS
Designed for the ergonomic assembly of wire harnesses

Surfaces tilt and adjust up and down
Holds boards from 24” x 24” up to 48” x 96”.

Two models to choose from — Electric or Manual adjust
Adjustable front lip holds boards from .250” to .750”.

The Leading Edge in
Modular Ergonomics

10 Avco Road
Haverhill, MA 01835

Ph: 800-739-9067
Fx: 978-374-4885

www.1proline.com www.industrialworkbenches.com
E-mail Bench@1proline.com
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From this information the system
generates an engineering feature list for
a particular orderable vehicle or the
complete platform.The report is used by
the engineering architecture tool to
specify the electrical content and calcu-
late the costs for each feature.

Next, the electrical architect defines
the topological layout for the vehicle
and defines logical connectivity dia-
grams showing the conceptual connec-
tivity among the car’s various devices.

These diagrams are further refined to
represent all of the variant possibilities
with option codes attached to the vari-
ous devices and connections.

Given this data, the system rapidly
executes an automated wire synthesis
process that generates a superset of all
the possible wiring connections needed
for the millions of buildable variants.
This allows the cost of every element to
be calculated.The “spider” chart in Step
6 summarizes and compares the costs of
the diverse harness configurations. Now
it is time to optimize the population of
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Balancing Cost and Complexity

Figure 3: Overview of product planning and optimization.



variants in order to balance complexity
and cost.

Optimization begins by determining
the number of harness levels required
without any give-away, based on the
entire product plan, including all
mechanical variances and orderable cus-
tomer options and their restrictions. In
this case the analysis tool concludes that
all customer builds in this simple exam-
ple can be supported by 11 harness vari-
ants, assuming no give-away or redun-
dant content in any harness.

Details in the report include the num-
ber of wires and connectors (individual-
ly listed) and the expected production
volume.The cost model may be as sim-
ple or complex as desired; more sophis-
ticated models might account for factors
such as sequencing costs and obsoles-
cence costs.And this step is the basis for
choosing give-aways that, in the name of
reducing complexity, will be fitted to all
harnesses regardless of their feature
specification.

This output is summarized on the
optimized-complexity spreadsheet, Step
9,as is data about the level supported by
each harness, the production volume of
each build and the resultant costs
including give-away costs.This roll-up of
the optimization process is strategically
important because it simplifies the
search for alternate strategies and better
solutions.

The process of developing this sum-
mary is straightforward: the engineer
defines a series of give-away solutions
and quickly gets feedback about the cost
impact of each. By this means it is possi-
ble to iterate through alternatives rapid-
ly,ultimately arriving at the best solution
available under the circumstances. Mod-
eling the complete cost impacts— such
as piece cost as well as complexity man-
agement costs—ensures accurate, reli-
able results. With the give-aways speci-
fied by the product planner, the harness
optimization in Step 8 reduces the num-
ber of harness builds in this simple
example from eleven to only four.

Managing the Cost Tradeoff
Optimization is commonly used to

determine the inflection point at which
the contributions of rising management
costs and declining piece costs yield the
lowest total cost.

In this conceptual graph, the horizon-
tal axis shows the number of buildable
variant levels, and the vertical axis plots
cost.The “Management Cost” line reveals
that, as the number of variant levels
increases, there is a linear increase in the
amount of engineering and manufactur-
ing work and associated costs.

The “Piece Cost” line is at its highest
value when the number of levels is
small, which implies that these units

contain a lot of functional content the
customer doesn’t need, known as give-
aways.And at the other end of the Piece
Cost line, give-away costs are much
lower because each variant is individual-
ly engineered. That sounds good, but
look at the Management Cost at that
point! 

The “Total Cost” line sums the other
two and reveals the point of optimized
cost. Complexity optimization software
looks at the interplay among many dif-
ferent cost contributors and speeds this
type of evaluation, delivering reliable
conclusions.

Validation Confirms Optimization
Are we done yet? No: the next step,

validation, is crucial. It could be the one
that saves the whole project from a cost-
ly oversight.

There must be a configuration to sup-
port every orderable vehicle package.A
discrepancy might result in a complete-
ly-built vehicle with no connection to
the dome light,or worse yet, the braking
system ECU! While automated optimiza-
tion is designed to ensure that orderable
configurations are also buildable, valida-
tion is essential if:

• The product plan has changed 

• It is necessary to validate a sup-
plier’s final design, or

• The design was developed in a
legacy design tool that relied on manual
complexity analysis and optimization.

In the latter case it is prudent to con-
firm that the design meets all the cur-
rent product plan requirements.The val-
idation tool sorts through every order-
able configuration and option mix the
customer can choose from. Looking
again at Figure 3, the matrix in Step 10
shows the results of a typical analysis.
The left-most column list each vehicle
variant and remaining columns show
the applicable harness variants. Correct
build levels are shown in blue, while red
entries reveal levels that have no part
number and cannot be built. As the
matrix indicates, there are numerous
problems in the main body harness. Of
course, the documentation that led up
to this analysis provides a traceable path
back to the source of the configuration
errors. In this illustrative example taken
from actual customer data, the errors
were the result of a change in the prod-
uct plan.

Product planning and optimization
tools for vehicular electrical system
design are joining established architec-
ture tools in a race against complexity.
Software-based planning solutions can
help engineers win this race, providing
quantitative analyses to support
informed choices about the cost of com-
plexity versus the value of variety.

~WHN~
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Mando Can Do.

HAPPY ENDINGS

Eubanks Engineering Co.  
950 E. Royal Oaks Drive, Monrovia, CA 91016   

(626) 357-7011   Fax (626) 357-4718
www.eubanks.com

When Armando Zacarias goes out on a

Eubanks service call, unusual things happen.

“Once I helped round up a cow that got

loose in a customer’s plant.   

“Another time, while driving to a 

customer’s site, our rep’s car caught fire. 

We eventually arrived there that night and 

finished the job in time for the morning 

shift,” Mando reports.

Customers report something unusual too:

Mando’s “can-do” attitude. 

George Price, vice president of J&M 

Products, for example, writes how Mando 

takes time to answer questions, explain 

machine operation and even gave “tips on 

stripping some shielded cable that others 

said could not be done.” 

“Can’t be done” is not in Mando’s 

vocabulary—either English or Spanish. 

On his own initiative, he solves problems, 

leads training classes, helps boost plant 

efficiencies,

and makes

lasting friend-

ships while

doing it.

Mando

exemplifies

the Eubanks

business experience—highest-quality, U.S.A.-

built wire strippers and markers backed 

by dedicated people itching to solve your 

wire problems. 

Call us today. We’ll put this “can do” attitude

to work for you till the cows come home. 



Mouser Receives 20 Top Awards
at 2011 EDS Conference

Mouser Electronics, Inc., a leading
design engineering resource and
global distributor for semiconduc-
tors and electronic components,
received numerous accolades and
awards from its supplier partners at
the recent Electronic Distribution
Show and Conference (EDS) in Las
Vegas, NV.  Suppliers cited many rea-
sons for the honors, including dou-
ble-digit sales growth, fastest intro-
duction of new products, breadth of
inventory, successful marketing cam-
paigns and commitment to team-
work. Suppliers said it is easy to do
business with Mouser.

“It is very gratifying to be
recognized by so many
suppliers,” says Mouser
President and CEO Glenn
Smith. “We appreciate the
partnerships and the recog-
nition from these industry-
leading suppliers. It’s really
great to work with such
world-class manufacturers
who share our philosophy
of Service Excellence and
recognize the importance
of technology leadership.”

For the third consecutive
year, Mouser won the pres-
tigious Catalog Distributor of
the Year award from Littel-
fuse – the first distributor
ever to win three times in a
row. Top distributor awards
also came from C&K Com-
ponents, Neutrik, VCC,
APEM, and CTS.

Mouser won the award
for Fastest Channel to Market
from Cooper Bussmann,
recognizing Mouser for its
focus on new product
introduction. Mouser also
won the prestigious eCom-
merce Distributor Excel-
lence Award for Circuit Pro-
tection Products from
Bourns.

Several suppliers hon-
ored their Mouser product
manager as PM of the Year.
These include: Alfredo
Arteta for C&K, Eric Flod-
strom for VCC, and Kelli
Carvino for Omron. Mouser
Product Specialist Joe Fox
won the Outstanding Sales
Performance Award for
2010 from Kingbright.

Catamount® Twist Tail®

Cable Tie Enables 
Trimming Excess Tail
Without Tools

The new Catamount®

Twist Tail® Cable Tie from
Thomas & Betts enables the
installer to remove the tail
end of the tie without the

use of tools. The patented design
allows the user to simply bend and
twist off the tail after installation, leav-

ing no sharp edges to scratch cables
or hands. 

“The Catamount Twist Tail Cable
Tie enables installers to remove the

excess tail without tools,” said
Rachelle Weiss, product manager for
Thomas & Betts. “This can save time
since the installer needs only to grasp
the excess tail between his thumb
and forefinger, bend it in the other
direction and twist. Plus, it doesn’t
leave sharp edges.”

Available in white or ultraviolet-
resistant black 6.6 nylon, the Cata-
mount Twist Tail Cable Tie provides
30 pounds of minimum loop tensile
strength, which is suitable for any
light-duty cable tie application.

For more information about Cata-
mount Twist Tail Cable Tie, visit
www.tnb.com/ contractor/docs/cata
mount.pdf or call (800) 816-7809.
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Our experienced design engineers will help you
design all of your cables and wire harnesses.
We’ll also improve their manufacturability for you:

Bill of Material Wire List
Drawing Assembly Work Instructions

RPC Manufacturing Solutions, LLC
303 417-1500

Larry@RPCMfg.com www.RPCMfg.com

Wire Harness and
Cable Design Services
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expand the diameter of the tubing.The

tubing is then cooled to room tempera-

ture while in the expanded state. If the

tubing is later exposed to a sufficient

amount of heat, it will shrink down to its

original size as long as it is not restrained

from doing so.

Where is Heat Shrink Tubing Used?

There are a number of useful applica-

tions for heat shrink tubing. Below is a

list of its various uses:

• to provide electrical insulation (cov-

ering terminals, splices, wire repairs, or

other connectors)

• to bundle loose items (most com-

monly wires in wire harnesses)

• as a protective covering, safeguard-

ing from:

✦ abrasion

✦ cutting

✦ chipping

✦ peeling

✦ scuffing

✦ denting

✦ low impact

• to provide an environmental seal,

protecting sensitive components from

contaminants such as moisture and

chemicals which might cause oxidation

and/or corrosion of the components

• to provide strain relief

• to provide thermal insulation

• to color-code specific items

• to change the surface finish of an

object

• to identify a component (with print-

ing, a custom color, etc)

Step 1: Understand Your
Application

The most important aspect of choos-

ing the appropriate heat shrink product

for your needs is to understand and

define all that is necessary for your

application.The only way to ensure that

you’re getting the most appropriate,

cost-effective product is to fully under-

stand your application and the require-

ments that need to be met.

Sizing Requirements

Regardless of whether you’re using

heat shrink tubing in an electrical appli-

cation, as a strain relief, as a protective

covering, or for any other reason, deter-

mining the correct size is of the utmost

importance. The two most important

dimensions to measure for your applica-

tion are the largest diameter that the

expanded sleeve needs to slide over and

the smallest diameter that the tubing

needs to completely cover after shrink-

ing.These two dimensions will be used

later in Step 2 to help you determine the

required size and shrink ratio for your

tubing. If either of these locations has a

non-circular profile, you will need to

convert the non-circular perimeter to a

diameter. To do this you must measure

the total perimeter at this location and

divide that number by pi (or 3.14).This

will give you an “effective” diameter

which you can use to help determine

the tubing size you need.

For the component on the right side

of the figure on the following page, the

largest diameter is equal to

(A+A+B+B)/pi and the smallest diameter

is simply d.
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Braiding & ShieldingBraiding & Shielding

As the industry leader in 
cable harness shielding,
Hamilton Products will 
meet your most 
demanding requirements 
for textile and/or wire shields.

Our capacity of 1 to 1,000
harnesses and our extensive
knowledge of specialty braiding and 
shielding allows us to manufacture to your 
specifications, or custom design to meet your
installation requirements.

For the best, call the best. Call Hamilton Products.

HAMILTON PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1100 • 43A Rte 12 South • Sherburne, New York 13460

Phone: (607) 674-2030 • FAX (607) 674-9367
E-Mail: a_critton@iwgbwd.com or s_malloy@iwgbwd.com

Home Page: http://www.hamprods.com
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Another important dimension to con-

sider is minimum wall thickness. A cer-

tain minimum wall thickness might be

required due to the electrical require-

ments of your application. Or, if the tub-

ing is going to be subjected to excessive

abrasion or wear, you may wish to have

a heavier wall thickness than the stan-

dard size offers. In addition to defining

your required minimum wall thickness,

it is also necessary to determine the

diameter at which this wall thickness

will be required.This information is crit-

ical in choosing the required tubing size

in Step 2.

Electrical Property Requirements

If your heat shrink tubing is going to

provide electrical insulation or bundle

electrical wires, it is likely that it needs

to meet certain regulatory guidelines. In

order to choose the correct product for

your application, you’ll need to know if

any UL/CSA (Underwriters Laboratories

/Canadian Standards Association), ASTM

(American Society for Testing and Mate-

rials), AMS (Aerospace Material Specifi-

cation), EU (European Union), or other

automotive or military specifications

need to be met.These guidelines usually

cover common electrical requirements

such as dielectric strength and flame

resistance. Other possible electrical

requirements could be that the tubing

must be free of halogens or that it must

be made out of a specific material. Make

sure you understand all of the electrical

requirements before you choose your

heat shrink product.

Operating Environment

Another critical step in defining the

requirements of your heat shrink tubing

application is to understand the environ-

ment in which the tubing will operate.

For example, will the tubing be subject-

ed to excessive abrasion or flexing? Will

the tubing come into contact with any

oils, greases, fuels, chemicals, or other

fluids? It is also important to know if the

tubing will be used indoors or outdoors.

If it is going to be used outdoors it could

be subjected to excessive UV exposure.

If it is going to be lying on or buried
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New Metal Braided Sleeving 
Offers EMI Shielding

Waytek, Inc., announces new tinned
copper braided sleeving as an aesthetic
option for EMI shielding and grounding

harnesses, hoses and cables.

Automotive, heavy equipment and
industrial applications have always used
braided metal for secure and efficient
grounding solutions. Waytek’s new braid-
ed tinned copper sleeving is a perfect
combination of economy and durability,
and will provide many years of use even in
exposed applications. It offers extreme
blowout protection, and is resistant
against abrasion and cutting. Metal braid-

ed sleeving provides full coverage and
can be used as grounding straps for high
electrical conductivity. Complies with CID
A-A-59569 and wire conforms to ASTM-B
33.

For more electrical sleeving products,
Visit www.waytekwire.com. Orders may
also be placed by phone through a
Waytek customer service representative at
800-328-2724, Monday through Friday
from 7:30am until 6:30pm central time.

Array Connector
Appoints Rail and 
Transportation Sales
Manager

Array Connector Corpo-
ration, a leading producer of
high-reliability, environmen-
tally sealed mil-spec con-
nectors for rugged, critical
applications, has appointed
Ray Castry as North Ameri-
can Rail and Transportation
Sales Manager. In this newly
created post, Castry will be
devoted exclusively to serv-
ing the connector, cable
assembly and harness needs
of customers in the rail, mass
transit, locomotive and
freight markets. He will also
market Array Connector’s
zero halogen rail connector
line that was recently
approved by the New Jer-
sey Transit Authority.

Prior to joining Array Con-
nector, Castry spent the last
several years heading up
North American rail business
development initiatives for a
leading global connector
and cable harness solutions
manufacturer. He also spent
many years in sales roles of
increasing responsibility in
the rail and transportation
electronics field.

“Ray understands first-
hand the design and envi-
ronmental challenges cur-
rently facing the rail industry,
including the need for
smaller, faster connectors
with higher bandwidths and
the need to shrink connec-
tors to accommodate high-
speed electronics for Posi-
tive Train Control (PTC) sys-
tems,” said Jeff Clarke,
Director of Sales and Mar-
keting for Array Connector.
“His insight will be invalu-
able in designing connec-
tors that continue to meet
the evolving requirements of
this market.”

“I’m excited to join Array
Connector because this is
one of the most vertically
integrated mil-spec connec-
tor manufacturers in the mar-
ket,” said Castry. “This fact
translates into a custom-
design lead time that’s
about half the industry aver-
age – a benefit that’s partic-
ularly valuable to rail cus-
tomers.”
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below the ground, it may need to have

superior resistance to fungus growth.

Finally, an enhanced environmental seal

(as obtained with adhesivelined heat

shrink tubing) may be needed to protect

any sensitive portion of the object the

tubing is covering. All of these factors

need to be considered prior to selecting

your heat shrink product.

Step 2: Determine the
Required Tubing Size

The next step is to determine the

most appropriate tubing size for your

application. Using the measurements

you obtained in Step 1, you’ll need to

define the following tubing dimensions

that best suit your needs: minimum

expanded ID, maximum recovered ID,

and minimum recovered wall thickness.

This section will explain each of these

tubing dimensions and how

they relate to your applica-

tion measurements found in

Step 1.

Expanded & Recovered

Inside Diameters

Heat shrink tubing is tra-

ditionally specified by the

minimum original (“expand-

ed”) inside diameter and the

nominal shrink ratio. However, a good

heat shrink product datasheet will not

only list the minimum expanded ID and

nominal shrink ratio of the tubing, but

also its maximum recovered ID. First,

check that the minimum expanded ID of

the tubing is greater than the largest

diameter that the sleeve needs to slide

over (using the measurement you made

in Step 1). Then, check that the maxi-

mum recovered ID of the tubing is less

than the smallest diameter that needs to

be completely covered (also measured

in Step 1). Please see the figure below

which illustrates these tubing dimen-

sions:

Shrink Ratio

If the product datasheet does not

have maximum recovered ID listed, you

can estimate it using the minimum

expanded ID and the shrink ratio. If a

heat shrink product has a 3:1 shrink
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ratio and the minimum expanded ID is

0.750”, then the maximum recovered ID

should be 0.750”/3 or 0.250”.

Wall Thickness

Now that you have determined the

required minimum expanded ID and

maximum recovered ID (or shrink ratio),

you will need to determine the mini-

mum recovered wall thickness needed

for your application. The wall thickness

of a heat shrink product is traditionally

specified as the minimum thickness at

the fully recovered stage (see right side

of the figure on page 34). Therefore, in

order to determine the required wall

thickness of your heat shrink product

you must use another measurement

from Step 1: your required minimum

wall thickness and the diameter at

which that wall thickness is required. If

the diameter of what you are covering is

greater than the maximum fully recov-

ered diameter of the tubing, the final

wall thickness will be less than what is

specified on the datasheet. This is illus-

trated in the figure below:

The dimension trec is the wall thick-

ness that would result if your heat shrink

tubing were allowed to shrink fully with-

out restraint. However, since your object

is restraining the tubing from shrinking

fully, you’ll need to determine the

required tact before you can specify trec

for the tubing.The approximate relation-

ship between the

two thickness dimensions is as fol-

lows:

drec * trec + trec
2 = dobj * tact + tact

2

A much simpler relationship can be

used to solve for trec or tact.This is a fur-

ther approximation, but acceptable for

this purpose*:

trec = (dobj * tact)/ drec or tact = (drec * trec)/

dobj

* This relationship can be off by 10-

20% with heavier wall thicknesses. Con-

tact your tubing supplier to ensure that

you’re getting the correct actual wall

thickness with a given heavy-walled tub-

ing size.

Variable Key

tact = actual wall thickness after

shrinking onto the underlying object

dobj = diameter of the underlying

object

trec = specified recovered

wall thickness of tubing

drec = specified recovered

diameter of tubing
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Length & Longitudinal Shrinkage

If tubing length is a critical dimen-

sion for your application, longitudinal

shrinkage must be considered. In addi-

tion to shrinking in diameter upon the

application of heat, heat shrink tubing

may also shrink in length.The amount of

length reduction depends upon the

amount of diameter reduction as well as

manufacturing processing variables, but

it is generally about 15% of the original

length or less. Because longitudinal

shrinkage depends on various tubing

characteristics, it is best to determine

the expected longitudinal shrinkage of

your heat shrink product from your sup-

plier.

Step 3: 
Choose the Appropriate 
Heat Shrink Material

Once you have defined all that is nec-

essary for your application and have

chosen the appropriate tubing size, you

are ready to choose your heat shrink

material. Often there are multiple prod-

ucts that will meet your needs, so it is

important to also know the cost and

availability of each option. This section

will examine how to choose the right

material by differentiating each by cost

and capability.

Available Heat Shrink Tubing 

Materials

A common misconception among

heat shrink users is that there is only

one heat shrink material. While poly-

olefin is the most widely used material,

PVC heat shrink tubing can be a cost-

effective alternative for many applica-

tions. In addition to the polyolefin and

PVC material families, specialty heat

shrink tubing is available in various fluo-

ropolymers and elastomeric materials.

Within each of these material families

are many different compounds which

are designed to excel in certain environ-

ments and/or meet particular specifica-

tions.

PVC versus Polyolefin

Polyolefin is the most commonly

used heat shrink material. Its advantages

lie in the cross-linking of polymer

chains, which allow it to withstand high

temperatures in the 125°C-135°C (257°F

-275°F) range. However, a common mis-

conception is that “heat shrink is heat

shrink”; that is, all heat shrink is the

same and it doesn’t matter what you

choose.While PVC cannot withstand the

highest temperatures that polyolefin

can, there are many advantages to using

PVC. The most important benefit to

using PVC heat shrink tubing is lower

cost.PVC generally costs anywhere from
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• Designed to collect wires up to 12 feet in length

• Lightweight, portable, adapts to fit most wire 
cutting equipment

• Greatly reduces the labor involved in handling 
long wires

• Designed and built for millions of trouble-free cycles

• Can be run either (left to right) or 
(right to left) direction

• Wire Collectors can be put in tandem for longer 
length wires

• Swivel lock casters standard

• Stainless steel guard and tray

• Can be activated directly from the wire cutter 
or as a stand-alone unit

• Height adjustable from 24 to 42 inches

• Standard Collector lengths
(WC 1000 TT - 10 FT.)  (WC 500 TT - 5 FT.)

CONTACT US TO DISCUSS YOUR WIRE CUTTING NEEDS!

(315) 794-0161
wiresystems@verizon.net

2288 Graffenburg Road
Sauquoit, New York 13456

(315) 794-0161
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10% to 60% less than polyolefin. If

your application involves an operat-

ing environment in which the con-

tinuous high temperature is 105°C

(221°F) or less, you should strongly

consider PVC heat shrink for the

cost savings alone. In addition to

the significant price difference,

PVC also offers brighter, more

vibrant colors than polyolefin as

well as considerably better clarity

in its clear version. Custom colors

and transparent tints are also avail-

able with PVC heat shrink, but typ-

ically not with polyolefin heat

shrink.

Two other advantages PVC holds

over polyolefin are: 1) Clear PVC is

flame retardant, while clear poly-

olefin is not, and 2) PVC is much

tougher than polyolefin,with better

tensile strength and abrasion resist-

ance. If your operating temperature

is 105°C (221°F) or less, it

is strongly recommended

that you consider PVC as a

material option.

Adhesive-Lined Heat

Shrink Tubing

Adhesive-lined (or “dual

wall”) polyolefin heat

shrink tubing is a specialty

product that has a wide

variety of uses. This prod-

uct is simply a standard

polyolefin tube that has an

inner-liner of adhesive that

melts and flows at the

same temperature at

which the polyolefin tub-

ing shrinks. As heat is

applied and the tubing is

shrinking, the flowing

adhesive fills voids and

conforms to the underly-

ing shape. This forms an

environmental seal, pro-

tecting the underlying

component(s) from mois-

ture or other contami-

nants.

Other Heat Shrink

Materials

In addition to the prod-

ucts mentioned above,

there are also other spe-

cialty heat shrink products

available. These products

all offer unique qualities

such as extreme tempera-

ture resistance, exception-

al chemical/fluid compati-

bility, and/or superior

mechanical properties.

Among these specialty

products are fluoropoly-

mers (PTFE/FEP/PFA),

chlorinated polyolefin,

elastomeric polyolefin,

polyvinylidene fluoride

(PVDF), and fluoroelas-

tomers. Due to the

enhanced qualities of

these products, they are

significantly more costly

than the previously-men-

tioned products. In some

cases, the price differences

are extreme. The diagram

on page 38 gives you a simple,

generic comparison of the price

differences for a sampling of heat

shrink materials.

Step 4: How to Use Heat
Shrink Tubing

This section will discuss various

heating methods commonly used

to shrink heat shrink tubing. It will

also provide some tips to keep in

mind when using and storing the

tubing.

Heating Methods

The most common method of

shrinking heat shrinkable tubing

onto underlying components is

through the use of a hand-held heat

gun. However, for higher produc-

tion volumes the preferred method

of shrinking the tubing is to use a

flow-through oven.This will ensure

a complete recovery of the tubing

by evenly exposing it to sufficient

heat for a satisfactory period of

time. For PVC it is recommended

that the tubing be exposed to

150°C (300°F) for three minutes.

This will allow sufficient time at

temperature to achieve a full recov-

ery.At very high temperatures PVC

will begin to soften, however, so

increasing the temperature beyond

150°C in order to save time could

produce negative results. Poly-

olefin, on the other hand, can with-

stand shrink temperatures much

higher than 150°C. It is still recom-

mended that the tubing be exposed

to 150°C for three minutes in a

flow-through oven, but in the inter-

est of reducing processing time you

can experiment with the use of
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higher oven temperatures. Lastly, anoth-

er method occasionally encountered is

the use of focused light (as emitted by

halogen bulbs) to shrink the tubing.

Storage Conditions

In order to avoid premature recovery,

PVC heat shrink tubing must be stored

at temperatures below 90°F (32°C) and

out of direct sunlight. If these storage

guidelines are adhered to, there should
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be no concerns over shelf life of

this product. Polyolefin, on the

other hand, has a greater ability to

withstand elevated storage temper-

atures and therefore there should

be no shelf life concerns.

Minimizing Longitudinal

Shrinkage

If your application calls for a

long length of heat shrink tubing,

there is a way to minimize and pos-

sibly eliminate longitudinal shrink-

age. First, apply heat to each end of

the tube with a heat gun, which

will secure the tubing ends to the

underlying component(s). Then

complete the shrinking process

along the remaining middle section

of the tubing using a flow-through

oven or heat gun.

Step 5: 
Availability of 
Heat Shrink 
Products through
Grayline Inc. 

This section will high-

light the heat shrink prod-

ucts that are available

through Grayline Inc., as

well as the custom services

that can be provided.

Custom PVC 

Heat Shrink Tubing

Grayline HS105C, a UL-

rated heat shrink PVC tub-

ing product, is available in

a vast array of custom sizes

and colors. Within certain

limitations, Grayline can

manufacture HS105C in a

custom ID and wall thick-

ness to meet the require-

ments of your application.

HS105C comes in many

colors, including crystal

clear, transparent tints, and

a wide range of solid col-

ors, even including glow-

in-the-dark. Grayline also

offers custom color match-

ing for appearance-critical

applications. HS105C is

also available in custom

shrink ratios.

Chemically Cross-

Linked Polyolefin

Grayline is one of the

very few manufacturers in

the world to offer chemi-

cally cross-linked poly-

olefin heat shrink tubing.

Although it does not have

the flame-retardant proper-

ties of irradiated poly-

olefin, it can be manufac-

tured in custom sizes and

colors. Since this product

does not need to be irradi-

ated, small-quantity pro-

duction runs are cost effec-

tive. If your polyolefin heat

shrink application calls for

a special size and/or a cus-

tom color, this is your only

available option.

Other Heat Shrink Materials

In addition to the products men-

tioned above, Grayline offers vari-

ous polyolefin, adhesive-lined, fluo-

ropolymer, and fluoroelastomer

heat shrink tubing. A full listing of

heat shrink products supplied by

Grayline can be found at

http://www.graylineinc.com/wire-

harness-electrical-tubing/heat-

shrinkable-tubing.html. For wire

harness applications, these prod-

ucts are designed to meet the rigor-

ous specifications of UL/CSA,

ASTM, AMS, EU, and other various

automotive and military specifica-

tions.

Additional Services 

Offered by Grayline

Both PVC and polyolefin heat

shrink tubing can be printed on or

hot stamped. This printing can be

used to indicate part numbers, your

company name, logo or contact

information, safety warnings,

instructions for use, or date of man-

ufacture. Heat shrink tubing from

Grayline can be supplied either on

reels or cut-to-length.

The preceding information is

intended to serve as a basic guide-

line for new users of heat-shrink-

able tubing. If you are interested

in any of the products mentioned

above or if you have any ques-

tions, please do not hesitate to

contact Grayline at (800) 669-

7986 or sales@graylineinc.com.

You can also visit the Grayline

website at www.graylineinc.com.
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CHIEF SUPPLY INC.
(847) 290-8686



For more than 20 years, Array Con-
nector Corporation has designed and
manufactured high-reliability, envi-
ronmentally sealed mil-spec connec-
tors for instrumentation, communica-
tion and navigation applications. Its
rugged, critical-application connec-
tors are used primarily by the military,
aerospace, rail, electronics and
industrial sensors and controls indus-
tries. Recognized as a quick, effi-
cient, cost-effective problem solver,
Array also excels at creating custom
connectors that fit specific applica-
tions at its manufacturing facility in
Miami. The company’s quality system

has earned the ISO 9001:2008 stan-
dard as well as the International
Aerospace Quality Group’s (IAQG’s)
AS9100 standard for the Aircraft,
Space and Defense (AS&D) industry.
For more information, visit www.array
connector.com or phone (800)
585.9250.

BURNDY® Introduces the BSD
Static Discharge Reels

BURNDY®, a leading manufacturer
and provider of connector solutions
to the industrial, energy, construc-
tion, telecommunication, petro-
chemical, data center, and trans-
portation industries, introduces the
BSD series of Static Discharge Reels.
Often used to dissipate static charge
buildup developed while filling or
dispensing fuel or other combustible
liquids from fuel trucks or railcars,
these reels are applicable in any area

where static discharge creates a
potential hazard.

BURNDY® offers the three most
common static discharge reels found
in the market. Heavy duty, with 50’
lengths and supplied with a 100 amp
universal jaw-type grounding clamp.
All these adjustable tension reels also
come standard with spring rewind,
centrifugal brake and are proudly
Made in the USA. Available in three
styles: standard 3/32” steel aircraft
cable; clear nylon coated steel

cable; and a ‘Y’ version
which has 2 grounding
clamps.

For additional informa-
tion, contact us at 47 E.
Industrial Park Drive, Man-
chester, New Hampshire,
03109, call Customer Ser-
vice at 1-800-346-4175, or
visit our website at
www.BURNDY.com.

SPI Urges Prospective
International Visitors 
to PE2012 to Start the
Process of Obtaining a
U.S. Visa

With only nine months
until the NPE2012 interna-
tional plastics exposition,
prospective attendees from
countries whose citizens
require a visa to enter the
United States should start
the process of obtaining
one well in advance of the
show, it was announced
today by SPI: The Plastics
Industry Trade Association.
SPI produces the triennial
NPE, which next takes place
on April 1-5, 2012 in Orlan-
do, Florida.

Most travelers to the U.S.
must obtain a visa, in a
process that can take any-
where from one to three
months and sometimes
longer. The process involves

1) making an appoint-
ment for an interview at the
U.S. embassy or consulate
in the individual’s home
country; 

2) submitting an applica-
tion, passport, and support-
ing documents at the inter-
view; and 

3) allowing for a period
of time after the interview
for the application to be
reviewed and processed. 

One of the required
documents is an official let-
ter of invitation to attend
NPE2012 from SPI, which
can be requested as part of
registering in advance for
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Engineering LLC

New Product Design
Connector Design
Assembly Automation &
Fixtures
Test Equipment
Production Engineering
Custom Design Poducts
Injection Molding Design
CNC Capabilities

James A. Zonka
5140 Country Lane
Saukville, WI 53080

** CCuussttoomm  HHaarrnneessss  AAsssseemmbbllyy//TTeesstt  BBooaarrddss
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ccoonnnneeccttoorr
** SSttaannddaarrdd  PPiinn//SSoocckkeett  oorr  SSpprriinngg  CCoonnttaaccttss

Direct (262) 692-2712 
Fax (262) 692-3912

jazonka@powercom.net

www.z-techengineeringllc.com
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the event. Advance online registration will
become available at www.npe.org start-
ing in September.

“While the United States government
has long worked with SPI to build interna-
tional attendance at NPE, the U.S. Depart-
ment of State strictly enforces visa require-
ments,” said Gene Sanders, SPI’s senior
vice president of trade shows and confer-
ence. “The time it takes for processing an
application varies with the location of the
embassy and other factors, and there are
always prospective attendees who fail to
get visas in time for NPE. That is why we
are urging international visitors to start the
visa process early.”

Countries whose citizens are required
to obtain a U.S. visa include all nations in
Latin America, the Middle East, and Africa;
nearly all nations in Asia, including China
and India; and Russia, along with some of
the nations of Eastern Europe. There are 36
countries whose citizens normally do not
require a U.S. visa because they partici-
pate in a “Visa Waiver Program” (VWP)
administered by the U.S. Department of
State. 

More information on travel and visas is
available on the NPE2012 website at:
www.npe.org/Orlando/content.cfm?Item
Number=4426&navItemNumber=6613.

Inquiries to SPI should be addressed to
Carla Haus at 1-202-974-5276 or
chaus@plasticsindustry.org.

The U.S. Department of State has post-
ed extensive information on the visa
process at http://travel.state.gov/visa/
visa_1750.html. The website includes a
page with links to the sites of U.S.
embassies and consulates throughout the
world, typically providing local visa infor-

mation in the host-country language, as
well as English. There is also a list of coun-
tries participating in the VWP.

Contact SEA Wire and Cable For Your
Kitting Needs

SEA Wire and Cable, Inc., is a distribu-
tor of wire harness accessories for the
aerospace/military marketplace. SEA can
custom mark your wire and cable and can
package it to your specifications and also
include the heat shrink tubing, labels,
braid, backshells and connectors.

Key Benefits are 

• Reduced labor cost

• Eliminate scrap

• Increased inventory turns

• Faster Delivery times                           

For further information phone 256-772-
9616 or email info@sea-wire.com.

New ATO/ATC Fuse Blocks

Waytek Inc., a distributor of electrical
supplies, has introduced the popular
ATO/ATC Fuse Blocks that hold 4, 6, or 8
ATO/ATC bade fuses.

Their compact design offers you flexi-
bility for mounting in limited space com-
partments. Clear durable dust covers are
also available for additional protection
from dust and debris, and they allow you
to easily replace blown fuses. Rated for 32
volts DC, 20 amps per fuse station.  Oper-
ating temperature is -30ºC ~ +85ºC.

Waytek's Customer Service Representa-
tives are available by phone at 800-328-
2724 Monday through Friday from 7:30 am
until 5:30pm central time.  Orders can also
be placed online by visiting www.waytek-
wire.com.
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NEMA Participates in ANSI Electric
Vehicle Standards Panel

Member company representatives and
staff of the National Electrical Manufactur-
ers Association (NEMA) participated
recently in the first face-to-face meeting

for the newly-formed Electric Vehicle
Standards Panel (EVSP) of the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI). With
an initial scope that focuses on the con-
sumer-class of electric vehicles (EVs), the
mission of the EVSP is to develop a
roadmap for the U.S. standardization
effort.

According to the opening remarks by
ANSI President and CEO Joe Bhatia, the
panel’s efforts are designed to be com-
plementary to other standardization activ-
ities in the U.S. and abroad, including as

those of the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) Smart Grid Inter-
operability Panel (SGIP), the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), and
the International Organization for Stan-
dardization (ISO).

“As you would expect, because of the
impacts on the U.S. electrical infrastruc-
ture NEMA figures very prominently in the
work of the EVSP,” said Paul Molitor,
NEMA’s Assistant Vice President for Smart
Grid. “Our staff and our members are
actively involved at every level of the
panel, and we are looking forward to
improving our understanding of the issues
and creating closer relationships with our
counterparts in the electric vehicle world.”

Other organizations and institutions
involved with the panel include the U.S.
Department of Energy, the Government
Services Administration (GSA), the Insti-
tute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE), the Society of Automotive Engi-
neers (SAE), Underwriters Laboratories
(UL), and several domestic and interna-
tional automobile manufacturers.

NEMA is the association of electrical
and medical imaging equipment manu-
facturers. Founded in 1926 and headquar-
tered near Washington, D.C. For further
information visit website  www.nema.org

Hazlux® H3 Fluorescent Emergency
Lighting Systems Built to Withstand
Adverse Industrial Locations

Built to perform in the harshest environ-
ments, Hazlux® H3 Fluorescent Emergency
Lighting Systems from Thomas & Betts are
the first fluorescent emergency lighting
available for use in hazardous locations.
The cooler operating temperatures of

compact fluorescent lamps result in lower
temperature codes. With lower tempera-
ture codes, the fixtures can be safely used
in a wider range of hazardous locations.

Internal components are encased in a
rugged die-cast aluminum housing and
lamps are fitted with a glass globe and
polycarbonate guard for protection.
Hazlux H3 Fluorescent Emergency Lighting
Systems are designed for wet conditions
and meet UL595 for inside, drip-proof
marine locations. Their operating tempera-
ture range is from 32 to 104 degrees
Fahrenheit (0 to 40 degrees Celsius).

The sealed, maintenance-free nickel-
cadmium batteries will power the two 13-
watt, PLC-type, compact fluorescent
lamps for at least 90 minutes, and are
rated for seven to 10 years of operation.
The fluorescent lamps can be set for con-
tinuous operation (first on AC, then on DC)
or for operation only during a power fail-
ure. The lamps are rated for 10,000 hours
of life, reducing maintenance costs.

Hazlux H3 Fluorescent Emergency
Lighting Systems are rated for UL844 Class
I, Division 2 and Class II environments,
including adverse industrial locations.
They also meet Life Safety Code and
Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-
tration (OSHA) requirements, as well as
the broadest range of UL924-listed haz-
ardous fluorescent emergency lighting
systems. The bright red epoxy finish
enables Hazlux H3 Fluorescent Emergency
Lighting Systems to be recognized quickly
for maintenance and testing. 

For more information about Hazlux
HazBatt H3 Fluorescent Emergency Light-
ing Systems, visit www.tnb.com or call
(800) 857-5711.
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“WORLD’S LARGEST INVENTORY OF TERMINALS AND FUSES”

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
SALES CORP.

1333 S.W. 30th Avenue
Deerfield Beach, Florida 33442
❖❖❖ Established 1947 ❖❖❖

Tel: 954-428-1788 • Fax: 954-429-1511 
Toll Free: 1-800-342-1422

E-mail: sales@electricalproducts.com • www.electricalproducts.com

LUGS • TERMINALS • SPLICES • FERRULES • DISCONNECTS
END CAPS • JUMPERS • CABLE TIES • SOLDER SLEEVES

HEAT SHRINKABLE TUBING • FUSES • FUSEHOLDERS
FUSE CLIPS • MIL SPECS OUR SPECIALTY

MS25036 • MS20659 • MS17143 • MS3367 • MS3368 • MS3339 - MS3341
MS21980 • MS21981 • MS35431 • MS77066 - MS77074 • MS25274

MS25435 - MS25439 • M83519 • M23053 • MS21266 • M23190
NAS1744-NAS1746 • MS25083 • MIL-C-83413/8 AND MANY OTHERS

Interconnect Products, Inc.

Bussmann

ELECTRICAL GROUP

®

Your Best Source Since 1947

Call Today 1-800-342-1422
Fast Delivery!

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS SALES CORP. has one of the largest 
inventories of terminals and fuses in the United States. When you 

receive requests for these items, use our vast inventory to draw from.

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS FOR:

Access our Line Card and Inventory on the World Wide Web:
http://www.electricalproducts.com

Cerro Wire LLC, a leading man-
ufacturer of copper electrical
wire and cable, announces

that its Ogden, Utah manufacturing
plant has achieved a rate of zero OSHA-
recordable incidents over the last two
years and has only had 4 over the last
five years. The plant’s innovation and
attention to safety is one of the key rea-
sons that the company’s True Sequential
Footage™ product was named one of
the nine Top Products of 2010 by Wire
and Cable Technology International.

The dramatic decrease in OSHA-
recordable incidents, defined as any
injury requiring more than first aid,
came about due to a shift in mindset and
corporate culture. Veteran employees
worked cooperatively to help newer
workers understand that most accidents

are preventable. According to Kathy
Johnson, Human Resources Manager,
veteran employees devised methods to
reduce accidents, provided training, and
made safety a reality on the production
line.

“I am extremely proud of the entire
team at our Ogden manufacturing facili-
ty,” said Corey Schultz, Plant Manager.“A
significant percentage of the workforce
was new to the business, and the veter-
ans looked out for their safety and
helped them avoid dangerous or com-
promising situations where someone
might be injured. Our employees have
ownership and pride in what they do,
which says a lot about the company and
who works here.”

For further information about Cerro
Wire visit www.cerrowire.com.

Cerro Wire Announces
Stellar Safety RecordSpecializing in producing Plugs, Cables, 

Wiring Harnesses, Extension Cord Sets, 
and Electrical Wires.

Guangdong Xiongrun Electrical Co. Ltd. provides customers with quality 
and safe products produced to CCC, UL/CUL, CSA, SAA, ASTA, VDE, KEMA, 

KS, PSE-Mark, BR1852, KEMA, BSMI, CB, SASO, IRAM, IS 1293-2005, 
PSB, SEV6534-2 etc. and ROHS & REACH certificate.

We are BSI:ISO9001:2008 certified.

GUANGDONG XIONGRU ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
Foshan Shunde Nan Jia Mei Electrical Technologies Co. Ltd.

No.10,Xinhui Road,Wusha,Shunde Industrial Park,
Guangdong Province, Post Code: 528333

Tel: 0086-757-22293333  Fax: 0086-757-22320993
Email: sdgzxr@vip.163.com or sdgzxr@globalsources.com

www.xiongrun.com

GUANGDONG XIONGRUN 
ELECTRICAL CO.LTD.
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Manufacturing in Mexico contin-

ues to grow in 2011 with both new

and existing companies expanding

operations across various sectors,

most notably record-breaking num-

bers in auto production and vehicle

exports.

In May, more than 213,000 cars

were manufactured in the country -

- 19.4 percent more than in the

same period in 2010, representing

the highest record, according to

Eduardo Solis,president of the Mex-

ican Association of the Automotive

Industry (AMIA).

In the same month, exports rose

21.3 percent. May capped a five-

month growth period for the first

part of 2011, increasing 17.1 per-

cent over 2010 figures and 16.4

percent over 2008 rates.

In addition, Mexico, as the

ninth-biggest vehicle pro-

ducer in the world, pro-

duced a record 2.261 mil-

lion vehicles in 2010, up

50 percent from 2009,

according to AMIA.

Continuing the trend in

increased vehicle produc-

tion, Mazda announced on

Friday that it will begin

construction of a new

plant in Guanajuato, Mexi-

co this fall, with vehicle

production to start in the

second half of 2013.

The investment of $500

million will allow Mazda to

produce at least 50,000

cars a year at the plant. In

addition, the Daimler

Trucks North America

plant in Saltillo, Mexico, is

including a third shift,

adding 479 more manufac-

turing workers and 32

additional staff workers.

This will help meet

demand for Daimler Trucks

North America's its

Freightliner and Western

Star trucks.

Carlos Guzman, Pro-

Mexico's CEO recently

stated that “because of its

manufacturing capacity,

Mexico is a very competi-

tive platform for several

European and Asian

economies that are look-

ing to penetrate or

increase their participa-

tion in the United States.

Mexico is a remarkable

manufacturing hub for the

automotive industry,

among others.”

Automotive parts sup-

plier Delphi is investing

$11 million and generating

2,000 jobs for a new auto

parts manufacturing facili-

ty in the state of Durango.

This will be the first Del-

phi plant in that state.

Additional manufactur-

ing growth is illustrated by Hawker

Beechcraft's continued expansion

in Chihuahua City. The company

has opened two plants in the city in

2011, with plans to invest $108 mil-

lion more in opening another new

plant, which will create 600 new

jobs assembling structural parts for

King Air turboprop airplanes.

In addition to auto and aircraft

production, the steel industry also

is growing in Mexico. President

Felipe Calderon announced in June

that the company Posco, a Korea-

based company, is going to expand

its steel plant in Altamira, Tamauli-

pas, with an investment of $300

million.According to the President,

this expansion will create 300 

direct jobs and more than 600 indi-

rect positions.

During the Posco expansion

announcement event, Egidio Torre,

Tamaulipas Governor, said that this

investment shows that there is con-

fidence to invest in the State.

With such expansion continuing

throughout Mexico, and in light of

Mazda's most recent announce-

ment, President Calderon promises

that Mexico will continue to work

to promote more investment in the

automotive, aerospace, electronic,

and manufacturing sectors. This

will continue to strengthen the

country's worldwide reputation

and position as an international

manufacturing leader.
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Cicoil Highly Flexible Cables for 
Semiconductor Manufacturing

Cicoil’s highly flexible and non-con-
taminating silicone flat cables are
designed for the most demanding semi-
conductor equipment manufacturing

applications.  These halogen-free cables

are an excellent alternative to bulky round
cables, stiff PTFE & PVC jacketed flat
cables, and noisy, particulate generating
cable tracks.

Cicoil’s exclusive crystal-clear silicone
encapsulation is tear-resistant, needs no
external “armor” or conduit for protection,
and will not deform or wear during a life-
time of more than 10 million cycles, even
under tight bending radius and high
speed flexing conditions.  Unlike most
other cables, Cicoil’s unique silicone

extruded cables are unaffected when
exposed to de-ionized water, steam,
alcohol, UV light and most chemicals, and
are also suited for clean room and vacuum
environments.

Cicoil’s proprietary extrusion process
allows multiple wires, power conductors,
shielded signal pairs, fiber optics, video
and coax conductors, tubing for air or
fluid transfer, and other design elements
like Cicoil’s patented Strip Mount™ fas-
tening strip to be placed in a single flat
cable, precisely controlling the inner com-
ponent spacing, jacket thickness and the
overall cable shape.    

Standard “off the shelf” cables are avail-
able from stock for immediate delivery
and custom designs, including cable
assemblies with connectors of your
choice, are also available with minimum
lead times.

Cicoil’s UL Recognized, RoHS Compli-
ant & CE Conforming cables are manufac-
tured in an automated, climate controlled
environment and exceed the outgassing
requirements of ASTM E-585.  In addition,
Cicoil offers anti-friction and static dissi-
pative cable designs by request. 

Cicoil  has been a leader in designing
and manufacturing high performance
cable assemblies for over fifty years. The
company's unique silicone coated flat
cables provide high flexibility, extremely
long life, and they can withstand temper-
ature extremes from -65 degrees to +260
degrees Celsius.  Cicoil's cables are used
in thousands of demanding applications;
including aircraft fuel control cells, semi-
conductor automation, and the Space
Shuttle. Cicoil designs and manufactures
its cable and cable assemblies in an auto-

mated facility in Valencia, California.
Cicoil's quality assurance system is certi-
fied to the ISO 9001 (AS9100) standard.
Visit www.cicoil.com for more informa-
tion, or call 661-295-1295 to speak to an
application engineer.

Eraser Model HCA20 
Wire and Cable Cutter  

Eraser’s Model HCA20 Wire & Cable
Cutter is an ideal unit to quickly shear wire,
cable, or tubing up to 1.25" (31.75mmø)
in diameter. The unit utilizes dual electrical
finger switches to operate the blade via an
air cylinder. Model HCA20 incorporates a
guillotine style blade to provide clean,
square cutting of a variety of different
material sizes and configurations.

The Eraser Company, Inc., now cele-
brating its 100th anniversary in business,
manufactures a wide range of industrial
products including wire, cable, and tub-
ing cutters, wire and cable strippers, wire
twisters, wire brush wheels, dereelers,
infrared heating equipment, measuring
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ATLAS WIRE CORPORATION
Insulators of Electrical 

Wires & Cables

www.atlaswirecorp.com

9525 River Street 4705 S. Coach Drive
Schiller Park, IL 60176 Tucson, AZ 85714

(847) 678-1210 (520) 747-4500
(847) 678-1281 fax (520) 747-5800 fax

info@atlaswirecorp.com tomatlas@worldnet.att.net

✔ ISO 9001:2000 Certified ➤ Lead & Hook Up Wire

✔ Facilities in Illinois & Arizona ➤ 125C & 150C Cross-Link

✔ Huge Inventory of Conductor ➤ UL & CSA

✔ Customized Print & Packaging ➤ MTW

✔ Striping (Spiral & Extruded Line) ➤ Building & Fixture Wire

✔ Bonding & Twisting ➤ Military

✔ Drum Pack ➤ Automotive/Marine

✔ Small Min. Order Quantities ➤ Nylon

✔ Short Lead Times ➤ Speaker Wire

ATLAS WIRE CORPORATION
Registered to ISO9001:2000

Certificate No. A4894
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tools, and FybRglass® erasers. The compa-
ny is ISO 9001:2008 certified. The compa-
ny offers free E.S.P. (Eraser Sample Pro-
gram). Send a 10-20 foot sample of your
material and Eraser will recommend the
best solution for your processing needs
from its line of more than 200 products.
For unique processing needs, Eraser will
custom design a solution for you. For more
information on Eraser’s entire product line,
visit www.eraser.com, or call 315-454-
3237.

L-com's New IP66/67-Rated Duplex 
LC Fiber Cables Deliver Single Mode
Connectivity in Harsh Environments

L-com, Inc., a global leader in the man-
ufacture of wired and wireless connectiv-
ity products, now carries single mode
duplex LC cable assemblies that are
IP66/67-rated.  This rating indicates that
they can withstand moisture, chemicals,
and corrosive gases and liquids. 

“Fiber optic connectivity is important in
all environments,” said Dave Gallagher,
Product Manager. “Harsh environments
complicate connectivity, but these new
cables provide a durable, reliable solution
for that.”

Trusted for more than 25 years, L-com,
Inc. is headquartered in North Andover,
Mass., and is ISO 9001: 2008-certified. For
more information, please visit:
http://www.L-com.com/.

Amphenol’s Expanded Line of 
NEPTUNE Connectors Provide 
Better Environmental Protection

Amphenol Industrial, a global leader in
interconnect systems, has expanded its

line of NEPTUNE connectors to include an
inline receptacle that provides better pro-
tection from environmental elements.
Designed to provide reliable connection
in the most demanding power generation
and distribution environments, NEPTUNE
connectors are 50% smaller in size and
weight than competitive models. 

The new inline configuration seals the
receptacle’s backshell on the outer jacket
cable, versus an open backshell on a
panel mount receptacle, enabling the
connector to withstand harsh conditions
typically found in rugged power applica-
tions.  These include land and offshore oil
exploration and drilling platforms as well
as power distribution in large scale facili-
ties such as convention centers, manufac-
turing plants, production platforms and
communication shelters. 

Featuring Amphenol’s patented RAD-
SOK system, which provides a higher cur-
rent flow through a smaller connector, the
NEPTUNE line is equipped with plugs and
receptacles from 30 amps to 400 amps at
600 volts and has a dielectric strength of
1,800 volts. 

Its lightweight, rugged aluminum hard-
ware is precision machined from high-ten-
sile strength bar stock and finished with a
hard coating to 40 points on the Rockwell
C scale. The connectors have an operating
temperature of -67°F to +225°F and are
heat resistant to +750°F.

Amphenol’s expanded line of IP68-8
rated connectors features armored and
sheathed cable built to IEE-45/UL1309,
IEC, BS, DIN and JIC standards as well as
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unarmored cables and flexible cables,
including S, SO, SOOW-A, W and G-GC
types.  To eliminate cumbersome handling
and sealing of inserts with conductors
attached, NEPTUNE features ample wiring
space for the cable housings to slip over
the conductors after termination.

The contact inserts are interchangeable
and reversible to suit specific needs.  The
contacts are made from nickel silver alloy
plating with optional gold plating avail-
able.  Conductors are readily terminated
to easily accessible pressure wire termi-
nals.  NEPTUNE connectors are resistant to
60 Gs, exceeding MIL-STD-167-1 vibration
standards.

All receptacles come standard with
threaded environmental dust caps.  All
plugs feature a mechanical clamp back-
shell and sealing grommets with option-
al covers.

With millions of parts in the field,
Amphenol’s RADSOK technology has
proven to be very reliable, with nearly no
reported connection failures in Amphenol
RADSOK-designed applications.  Utilizing
the tensile strength properties of the flat,
high conductivity alloy grid for the high

normal forces required for conductivity,
RADSOK provides a large conductive sur-
face area.  This results in a corresponding-
ly low voltage drop and low temperature
rise while maintaining low insertion forces.
RADSOK sizes used in NEPTUNE include
#12, #10, #4, #1/0, #4/0 and #350 MCM.

For more information, please visit
http://www.amphenol-industrial.com or
e-mail rpedrazzini@amphenol-aio.com.

Delta Group Electronics’ Florida 
Facility Earns AS9100 Registration

Delta Group Electronics, Inc.
announced that its Florida facility has
received the highly-regarded AS9100
quality designation by Underwriters Labo-
ratories, Inc. (UL).  With this certification,
Delta Group has earned AS9100 certifica-
tion at four of the company’s five opera-
tions.  All facilities are also ISO9001:2008
certified. 

The ISO 9000 Series Standard is an
internationally-recognized quality man-

agement system developed by the Inter-
national Organization for Standardization
(ISO).  The ISO 9001:2008 registration
defines the quality system requirements
for a company to achieve the expecta-
tions of its customers and to provide a
culture focused on continued quality
improvement.  Developed in 1997 by the
American Aerospace Quality Group to
promote quality standards across all
aspects of air transportation, the AS9100
standard is directly aligned with the ISO
9001 requirements.  The AS9100 registra-
tion contains additional requirements,
clarification and interpretation of a com-
pany’s quality system.

Delta Group Electronics initiated its
quality certification process in 2000 and
completed this first stage in 2001 by
receiving ISO 9001:2000 designations at
each of its then three facilities in New
Mexico, California and Florida.  In order to
meet the needs of its customers and to
enhance its overall quality system, Delta

Group pursued the AS9100
upgrade such that the Califor-
nia, New Mexico, Arkansas
and Florida facilities are now
operating under this registra-
tion, with and Texas operating
under the ISO 9001:2008 reg-
istration.  After receiving
notice of the Florida designa-
tion, Tod Cummins, Delta
Group’s Director of Corporate
Quality, commented that “the
AS9100 certification for Flori-
da highlights the company’s
long-term commitment to
providing superior quality to
our customers. The Florida
staff should be commended
for achieving the registration
requirements of the AS9100
standard. This achievement
allows us to objectively
demonstrate our goal to
exceed customer require-
ments and industry standards
for quality product assembly.”

Founded in 1987, Delta
Group Electronics, Inc. is a
full-service Electronic Manu-
facturing Services (EMS) com-
pany offering turnkey services
for its customers in the aero-
space, defense and commer-
cial industries.  Based in Albu-
querque, New Mexico, the
Company also has assembly
operations in San Diego and
Dallas, as well as Rockledge,
Florida and Fayetteville,
Arkansas, with administrative
offices in St. Louis.  For more
information about Delta
Group, visit its website at
www.deltagroupinc.com or
call Ron Reef at (321) 631-
0799.
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Amphenol’s NEPTUNE Connectors
with RADSOK Technology
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As the economy becomes
increasingly dependent on
high-speed data communica-

tions of growing size and complexity,
the medium of choice for most private
networks is fiber optic cable. However,
because this cable is often installed out-
doors or underground it must be built to
withstand a variety of physical threats,
from extremely harsh weather condi-
tions to the rigors of installation, the
field of battle, intentional acts of destruc-
tion, and even mouthy rodents.

Two of the more significant advance-
ments in the durability and security of
fiber optic cables for harsh environ-
ments includes indoor/outdoor tight-
buffered cable and armored jacket cable
manufactured by Optical Cable Corpora-
tion (OCC®) of Roanoke,VA.

OCC’s durable, lightweight indoor/
outdoor tight-buffered cable is ideal for
commercial applications, military tacti-
cal field use and industrial applications
such as mining and petrochemical.

Unlike loose-tube gel-filled fiber optic
cables preferred for long distance telco
applications, the indoor/outdoor tight-
buffered cable does not require a splice
between indoor and outdoor cable at
the building’s entrance making for a
faster, cleaner installation. This makes it
ideally suited for moderate transmission
such as telco local loop, LANs, SANs,
COLOs,and point-to-point links in cities,
buildings, factories, office parks and on
campuses.

“When I first saw the OCC tight-
buffered cable it was being used by mil-
itary applications where it was run
across battlefields,” says Jim Aubert, pres-
ident of Summit Data Systems, a compa-

ny that has installed cable systems for
large corporations, as well as smaller
industrial, retail, pharmaceutical and
government facilities for over 15 years.
“In those situations the military doesn’t
want to mess with loose-tube connec-
tions. They want cable that terminates
quickly. Plus, the cable was subjected to
a very harsh environment where it
might be pounded by vehicles and other
equipment. So we knew it was a very
tough product.”

Ruggedized tight-buffered fiber optic
cable is well-suited to aerial applications
as well. One of the more extreme exam-
ples of this application is the “Flying
Camera” used to broadcast football
games and other sporting events. Not
only is reliability a must for these broad-
casts, but also the cable-mounted cam-
era rig flies at speeds of up to 80 miles
per hour in all types of weather condi-
tions.

For rougher,direct-burial applications
or where rodent protection is required,
corrugated steel tape (CST) armored
cable is available. In addition, an inter-
locking armor option is available that
features a flexible, lightweight alu-
minum sheath applied to cable to make
it cut and kink resistant.

According to Aubert, even though
standard tight-buffered cable offers
good protection, Summit Data Systems
typically recommends armored fiber
optic cable.

“We consider armored cable to be a
good security measure,”Aubert says.“Not
long ago we installed the fiber optic net-
work in a county courthouse where
there was a concern that some outsider
might commit a malicious act such as

cutting through the cable with a knife to
disrupt communications and security.
With armored cable, that’s not possible.”

In many cases, armored indoor/out-
door tight-buffered cable eliminates the
need for innerduct conduit installation,
thereby reducing costs.

“There is no down side to installing
armored cable,” says Aubert. “It is less
expensive to install plenum-rated inter-
locked armored than standard plenum-
rated cable installed in plenum-rated

innerduct, it takes up less space in the
cable tray and increases the protection
and security of the cable.”

OCC indoor/outdoor tight-buffered
fiber optic cables meet the functional
requirements of ICEA-S-83-596, ICEA-S-
104-696, GR-409-CORE,TIA-568 and TIA-
598. All cable is backed by an OCC war-
ranty if the cable is installed by an OCC
certified installer.

For further information visit
www.occfiber.com.
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Fiber Optic Cable Built to Survive Harsh Environments
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Resilient Coiled Cable Able to 
Withstand Temperatures of 55° Below
Zero Now Available From Philatron

Freezing cold is one of the most
demoralizing conditions for humans and
machines alike. Unfortunately, neither we
nor the machinery that we depend on are
given the choice of hibernation. The
rugged individuals that perform tasks in
cold environments, as well as the skilled
drivers that operate vehicles in adverse
winter conditions require equipment that
is on par with their mettle. Philatron Wire &
Cable is therefore proud to announce the
availability of coil cable products that can
withstand, and function effectively at sub-
zero temperatures as low as -55°F.

“We have been perfecting the art of
producing the best coil cables that money
can buy. A cable looks simple enough,
but the components contained within all
have to work together and last,” comment-
ed Philatron President and CEO Phillip
Ramos, Jr. Mr. Ramos went on to explain
the importance of the proper material that
encloses the cable, also known as jacket-
ing, which plays a large role in its function-
ality. This jacketing is the first barrier
between the elements and the crucial
contents which transfer energy, data, or
both. In the case of Philatron’s ability to
create a coil cable that can do its job
under adverse temperatures, the proper
combination of substances, temperatures,

and cumulative experience resulting from
decades of hard work are all contributing
factors.

About Philatron Wire and Cable:  Phila-
tron Wire and Cable is an award winning
family owned manufacturer located in
Santa Fe Springs, Ca (Los Angeles County).
In 2008 Philatron won the prestigious
Orange County Medium Family of the Year
Award.  With over 37 years of success and
offering more than a combined 150 years
of electrical engineering experience -
company founder, Phil Ramos, Jr. states,
“The responsibility of manufacturing safety
and electrical current is our main concern
from the beginning of manufacturing to
the end users of our product”. 

For more information visit www.phila-
tron.com.

Ty-Rap® Extra High Temperature Cable
Ties Provide Economical Alternative
to Metallic Fasteners

Ty-Rap® Extra High Temperature Cable
Ties from Thomas & Betts are made of an
advanced heat-resistant nylon and pro-
vide a cost-effective alternative to expen-
sive metallic fasteners in high-temperature
applications. They are suitable for applica-
tions ranging from minus 40 degrees
Fahrenheit (minus 40 degrees Celsius) to
302 degrees Fahrenheit (150 degrees Cel-
sius). The Ty-Rap Extra High Temperature
Cable Ties feature a smooth, low-profile
head that resists snagging when the bun-
dle is pulled, and an unlimited tensioning
range to ensure the proper fit. Ty-Rap
cable ties feature an exclusive non-mag-
netic, stainless steel locking wedge in the
head that replaces ordinary nylon catches

to secure the tie with a “Grip of Steel.”

“Ty-Rap Extra High Temperature Cable
Ties are ideal for OEM and industrial MRO
applications where excessive tempera-
tures are a reality,” said Rachelle Weiss,
product manager for Thomas & Betts.
“With performance equal to or better than
more expensive metallic fasteners, Ty-Rap
Extra High Temperature Cable Ties offer 

value and peace-of-mind reliability in crit-
ical applications. They also are quicker to
install than metallic fasteners, lacing cord
or tape, saving time and helping reduce
costs.”

For more information about Thomas &
Betts’ Ty-Rap Extra High Temperature
Cable Ties, visit www.tnb.com or call
(800) 816-7809.
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STORMTRONICSSEMI-AUTOMATIC WIRE TWISTING SYSTEMS

MINI-TWISTER II
• Automatic Programmable Counter

• Air Pressure Gauge & Regulator
• Variable Speed & Reversible

• Automatic Batch Counter
• Foot Switch Activated
• Repeatable Accuracy
• Rugged Construction
• Automatic Resetting

• Low Maintenance
• Simple Operation
• Custom Adapters

NOW… 
a low cost, highly reliable 
wire twisting system designed 
and built to meet your specific needs.

THE MELLO COMPANY, INC.
P.O. Box 29301 • Dallas, TX 75229

PH: 214-350-7377 FX: 214-350-0521
www.themellocompany.com 

NEWS PLUGSNEWS PLUGS continued
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Visit our updated website 

www.wiringharnessnews.com
Check out the classified ads.

See the Calendar of Events for upcoming tradeshows. 
Ask about banner advertising opportunites.

Now you can become our friend on facebook 
and get daily industry updates!
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on high-speed data com-

munications of growing size and
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for most private networks is fiber
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underground it must be built to

withstand a variety of physical
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weather conditions to the rigors of

installation, the field of battle, inten-
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Two of the more significant

advancements in the durability and

security of fiber optic cables for

harsh environments includes
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and armored jacket cable manufac-
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is ideal for commercial applications,

military tactical field use and indus-

trial applications such as mining

and petrochemical.

Unlike loose-tube gel-filled fiber

optic cables preferred for long dis-

tance telco applications, the

indoor/outdoor tight-buffered cable

does not require a splice between

indoor and outdoor cable at the
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“When I first saw the OCC tight-

buffered cable it was being used by

military applications where it was

run across battlefields,” says Jim

Aubert, president of Summit Data

Systems, a company that has

installed cable systems for large cor-

porations, as well as smaller indus-

trial, retail, pharmaceutical and gov-

ernment facilities for over 15 years.

“In those situations the military

doesn’t want to mess with loose-

tube connections. They want cable

that terminates quickly. Plus, the

cable was subjected to a very harsh

environment where it might be

pounded by vehicles and other

equipment. So we knew it was a

very tough product.”

Ruggedized tight-buffered fiber

optic cable is well-suited to aerial

applications as well. One of the

more extreme examples of this

application is the “Flying Camera”

used to broadcast football games

and other sporting events. Not only

is reliability a must for these broad-

casts, but also the cable-mounted

camera rig flies at speeds of up to

80 miles per hour in all types of

weather conditions.

For rougher,direct-burial applica-

tions or where rodent protection is

required, corrugated steel tape

(CST) armored cable is available. In

addition, an interlocking armor

option is available that features a

flexible, lightweight aluminum

sheath applied to cable to make it

cut and kink resistant.

According to Aubert, even

though standard tight-buffered

cable offers good protection, Sum-

mit Data Systems typically recom-

mends armored fiber optic cable.

“We consider armored cable to

be a good security measure,”Aubert

says.“Not long ago we installed the

fiber optic network in a county

courthouse where there was a con-

cern that some outsider might com-

mit a malicious act such as cutting

through the cable with a knife to

disrupt communications and securi-

ty. With armored cable, that’s not

possible.”

In many cases, armored

indoor/outdoor tight-buffered cable

eliminates the need for innerduct
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Coastel
Cable
Tools International Corp.

344 East Brighton Avenue 
Syracuse, NY 13210

Ph: (315) 471-5361 •  Fx: (315) 472-1765
Internet: www.coasteltools.com

The CT4 CoastelmaticThe CT4 Coastelmatic
Pneumatic TPneumatic Tool Holderool Holder

The CT4 Coastelmatic hand tool holder is a
device that uses air to activate spring
retracted hand tools. The CT4 Coastelmatic
is a great low cost alternative to automatic
crimping, stripping, and cutting machines.
The CT4 Coastelmatic can be set up to work
crimpers, strippers and cutters. The patent
pending tool holder in the applicator
securely holds all tools in place, allowing
the operator to use his hands freely. This
new and improved cylinder delivers 10%
more power through dual activation for
tough jobs. Each unit is pre-assembled, test-
ed and ready for use.

Call NOCall NOW fW for details!or details!

YYou Expect ou Expect 
MorMore Fre From om 
CoastelCoastel

Made in the
U.S.A.

State-of-the-Art Fiber Optic Cable
Built to Survive Harsh Environments
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CLASSIFIEDS

MILITARY PREFIXES

MS3100 - MS3108
MS3400 - MS3456
M3933
M21097
M24308
MS3110 - MS3128
MS3470 - MS3476
MS24264 - MS24266
MS24285 - MS24286
MS20026 - MS27478
M28731
M28748
M28804
M28840
MS27466 - MS27515
D38999
M38999
M39012
M39024
M39029
M55302
M55339
M81511
M81659
M83723
M83733
M85049
MS90555 - MS90558

CONNECTOR DISTRIBUTION CORPORATION
2985 E. HARCOURT STREET

RANCHO DOMINGUEZ, CA 90221

310-632-2466 • Fax: 310-632-5413
http://www.cdc-online.com

Connectors

Contacts

Accessories

FORFOR SALESALE
AMP “K” PRESSES $1,99500

(Reconditioned by factory trained Field Engineer)

Includes work lamp & all fixtures.
Shut height set and ready for production – Six months parts warranty

AMP APPLICATORS AMP MTA / IDC TOOLS
AMP HAND TOOLS SCHLEUNIGER CUT-STRIP
AMP MACHINE PARTS WIRE PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

WE WILL REPAIR YOUR APPLICATOR IN OUR SHOP

Check our website for more info, lists, and photos
www.cmstechnologyinc.com

CMS TECHNOLOGY, INC.
“SPECIALIZING IN AMP MACHINES & SERVICES”

Phone: 336-853-7435 • Fax 336-853-1120
jddavis@cmstechnologyinc.com

Listinventory.com
Search for a Part Number 

Free Part Searches!
Free Inventory Listing!
Free message boards!

5 million parts listed so far in our system.
ListInventory.com is completely FREE.

Search for Parts A – Z to find what you need.
Whether you’re buying or selling equipment or connectors 

listinventory.com is for you!
List your inventory from one item to a million items all for free.

List all your inventory and help boost sales 
www.listinventory.com

SEARCH000-AAA-000 

BRAIDING 
MACHINES

“We build, sell, and even buy harness
braiding equipment.”

We also supply braider bobbins wound with material.

Products and Services
• Braids; Wire and Textile • Bobbin Winding
• Harness, Overbraiding, & Shielding • Buss Wire

Visit www.gladdingbraid.com (315) 653-7211

Machine Sales Ltd
16601 West Glendale Drive, New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151

Phone 262/782/4352     FAX 262/782/6237
www.tritechkodera.com sales@tritechkodera.com

Hot Stamp Marking Wheels
Used Eubanks Hot Stamp marking wheels

These also fit on the Kingsley Sl-14 and KIP-20

I have:
63504 TB 104R Minimum wire OD 0.060 - horizontal - 8 wheels available
60431 TB 205R Minimum wire OD 0.060 - vertical     - 6 wheels available
63505 TB 105R Minimum wire OD 0.070 - horizontal - 8 wheels available
63626 TB 106R Minimum wire OD 0.080 - horizontal - 2 wheels available
63430-ll TB 204R Minimum wire OD 0.035 - vertical      - 3 wheels available

We are asking $200.00 each for these wheels.

We have many Artos CS-10 & 11 
Spare parts. Pictured here we have 

the AF-254-500 Clamp assembly

If you have any questions please feel free to contact Harvey at 
262-782-4352, or sales@tritechkodera.com.

MANY NEW KOMAX 40 
SPARE PARTS AVAILABLE.

KENCO AND AMP K PRESSES 
ARE IN STOCK AS WELL
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Surplus

RAYCHEM

Contact Beulah at Electro Mavin. E-mail beulah@mavin.com

Fax (310) 632-3557
BUY & SELL

Sleeves • Connectors • Contacts  
Tools • Accessories

Huge 

Inventory!!
GreatPrices!!!ALL SIZES, TYPES, OR QUANTITIES.

ANY CONDITION

BRAIDERS WANTED

Call: Tony Ross, Hamilton Products
Voice: 607-674-2030
Fax: 607-674-9367

E-mail: t_ross@iwgbwd.com

REPS WANTED
Global Leader of Wire Processing Equipment

is in search of  experienced manufactures 
representatives to cover, Iowa, Missouri, 

Kansas, and Nebraska.

If interested please provide resume and 
contact information to

Wiring Harness News
PO Box 527 • Richmond, IL 60071

Attn: BB# DL2647

All replys will be kept in strick confidence.

EMPLOYMENT OPPOREMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIESTUNITIES
TOOLING/MAINTENANCE

LoDan Electronics, Inc. established in 1967, is a global manufacturer of
custom cable assemblies and electromechanical assemblies, located in Arling-
ton Heights, Illinois. 

The successful applicant should possess the following qualifications

• Familiar with Automated and Semi-Automatic Equipment and 
Assembly Fixtures.

• Able to set-up machines and/or repair them when required or be 
familiar with Outside Contractors/ Suppliers when assistance is needed.

• Ability to train Production Operators on how to Set-up & Run machines 
and to teach them a “Good” part from a “BAD” part.

• Perform normal maintenance procedures to maintain proper 
equipment performance.

• Develop assembly and test fixtures when necessary.

WE ARE ALSO SEEKING…
■  Cost Estimator

■ Manufacturing Process Engineer

Please send resume to HR@LoDan.com or mail to:
LoDan Electronics, Inc.

3311 N Kennicott Ave., Arlington Heights, IL 60004
Attn: Human Resources

SALES MANASALES MANAGERGER
A successful twenty year old Wire Harness/Custom Cable Assembly

contract manufacturer in Atlanta, GA is seeking an experienced
Sales Manager. A proven track record in our industry is very important.
This is a great opportunity for the right person.  

Please submit your resume in strict confidence to 

Wiring Harness News, 
PO Box 527, Richmond IL 60071

Attention BB#2377

BUSINESS WANTED

Turnaround leader and owner of a Rocky Mountain regional wire
assembly shop and contract manufacturer is seeking growth
opportunities by acquiring or merging with another cable shop or
an OEM manufacturer of an electrical/electronic product.

Ideal candidates would have the following characteristics:
• LLocation: Anywhere in North America. Preferably USA
• SSize: $0 to $4 million in annual sales. Ideal $0.5 to $1.5 million
• SSituation:: Financially distressed companies are as desirable as

financially strong companies.
• AAge: Start-ups and mature companies
• MMotive: Any owner motivated by a desire to exit the company for 

retirement, financial or other reasons might find this attractive.
• TTeam: Our goal is to maintain the existing management team

and production team unless that is not a win/win for some reason.

I am not a broker and prefer to work confidentially and directly with
business owners only. Brokers: please don’t respond to this ad.

CContact: larry@rpcmfg.com

REPS WREPS WANTEDANTED
The “World’s First and Only Color-Changing Electrical Safety Prod-

ucts” company has an excellent opportunity for an experienced individual or
company to represent us into targeted; mass electrical/home retail stores,
national electrical distributors, MRO co’s, W&C co’s, OEM’s, appliance and
power cord mfrs. and others.

Our patented, heat-sensitive safety devices (‘Chameleon’ Cable Clips and
Spiral Wraps) can prevent downtime, reduce maintenance time, and mitigate
property loss and personal injury.  We are an early-stage growth company and
able to provide market exclusives and protected applications for the right
partners!

Please visit www.hazardguard.com and 
contact Walt.Ogrodnik@hazardguard.com 

REPS WANTED
AMTI, Division of Maxant, Inc, Niles, Illinois, a manufacturer of 

SLICE & SHRINK precision cutting, marking and shrinking 
equipment for the industry, is looking for energetic 

sales representatives in selected states. 

Please contact Tom Hanlon at (847) 588-2280 or 
e-mail: thanlon@maxant.com

www.amti-products.com
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If you have an event you would like to have listed here, send it to Marilyn Magowan
marilynmagowan@yahoo.com

SHORTEST 

POSSIBLE DELIVERY!!!

BRAIDERS – NEW & REBUILT
Specializing in New England Butt:

• #2 Harness Braiders
• CB1 Cable Braiders
• Specialty Application Braiders

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW DESIGN DRIVE SYSTEMASK ABOUT OUR NEW DESIGN DRIVE SYSTEM

Contact: Jack Dennehy

COMPOSITE & WIRE
MACHINERY, INC.

490 Old Baptist Road, 
North Kingstown, RI 02852

Phone: (401) 884-4760 • FAX: (401) 885-2499
Visit: www.compositewire.com 
Email: compositewire@aol.com

We Purchase 

Good Used 

Braiders

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Wire Southeast ASIA Bangkok International Trade & Exhibition Center 
September 13-15, 2011 Bitec, Bangkok, Thailand
Wire Southeast ASIA is consistently endorsed by the industry as Southeast Asia’s lead-
ing procurement ground for the latest manufacturing equipment and technology for
the wire and cable industries.This world-class trade fair will continue to address the
rising demands by cutting-edge manufacturers for effective and efficient cost saving
solutions. For further information visit www.wire-southeastasia.com

Assembly & Automation Technology Expo McCormick Place North 
September 20-22, 2011 Chicago, Illinois
Come see leading assembly and automation suppliers showcase the newest products
and technologies for lean manufacturing, cost reduction, enhanced productivity, and
six-sigma process control. Featuring assembly, custom automation systems, robotics,
control software, motors, drives, motion control, and much more. For further infor-
mation visit www.aatexpo.com

National Wire Electrical Manufacturing Gaylord Opryland
and Coil Winding Expo Convention Center 
September 19-21, 2011 Nashville, Tennessee
The 2011 Electrical Manufacturing & Coil Winding Expo is co-located with six other
exciting expositions that are sure to bring you new prospects for your products.
Both the attendees attracted by these other groups,sharing the same exhibit hall,and
the exhibitors in the Advancements in Thermal Management Expo; the Antenna Sys-
tems Expo; the Battery Power Expo; the Energy Efficiency Expo; the Remote Site
Expo and the new TechX USA Show will attract new prospects for your company.
This is the One place for the face to face contacts that build lasting relationships and
new customers. Call 619-435-3629 for information about exhibiting or attending
this mega-event.

IPC Midwest Renaissance Schaumburg Hotel & Convention Center 
September 21-22, 2011 Schaumburg, Illinois
IPC — Association Connecting Electronics Industries® will hold its annual IPC Mid-
west Conference & Exhibition in 2011 at the Renaissance Schaumburg Hotel and
Convention Center in Schaumburg, Ill.The event will be produced solely by IPC and
will feature a two-day exhibition, a technical conference and industry standards
development meetings. “IPC is responding to exhibitors’ needs for a regional and
cost-effective exhibition and we believe the IPC Midwest Conference and Exhibition
in Schaumburg does just that,”explains Anthony Hilvers, IPC vice president of indus-
try programs.“The Renaissance Center provides world-class conference and exhibi-
tion facilities with easy expressway access convenient for electronics manufacturers
and suppliers in Wisconsin, Indiana, Michigan, Iowa, Minnesota and Illinois,”adds Hil-
vers. For further information visit www.IPCMidwestShow.org.

Productronica 2011 New Munich Trade Fair Center 
November 15-18, 2011 Munich, Germany
19th International trade fair for innovative electronics production. productronica is
the world’s leading trade fair for electronics production. It is the largest exhibition
of its kind, and it covers the entire process chain in electronics manufacturing. Its
diverse range of exhibitors and visitors give it a unique international character. Pro-
ductronica is an exceptional gathering for market leaders and newcomers alike. For
further information visit www.productronica.com.
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American Hakko .................................................... 35

AMTI American Mfg & Technologies Inc.............4 

Anixter .........................................................................42

Applitek Technologies Corp...................................21

Artos Engineering Company ..................................2 

Atlas Wire Corporation...........................................46

ATS Application Tooling Solutions......................15

Cablescan....................................................................11

CAMI Research, Inc.............................................9, 38

Carpenter Mfg. Co., Inc...........................................12

Cirris Systems Corp..........................................13, 47

Chief Supply Inc. ......................................................39

Coastel Cable Tools ..................................................53

Composite & Wire Machinery, Inc.........................3

Crimping & Stamping Technologies, Inc ..........20

CYG, Division of DLC, Inc.....................................23

Daniels Manufacturing Corp...............................43

DSG Canusa.........................................................24-25

Dynalab Test Systems..............................................27

East Penn Manufacturing Co, Inc. .....................25

ECC................................................................................57

EIC Wipers...................................................................37

Electrical Products Sales Corp .............................44

Electrical Wire Processing Expo Photos ......30-31

Electromatic ...............................................................36

Electronic Connector Corp  ..........................10, 46

EMCW Expo................................................................54

Eraser Company, The ..............................................34

Eubanks .....................................................................27

Fuses Unlimited........................................................12

GM & T Engineering ...............................................16

Grayline.......................................................................47

Guangdong Xiongrun Electrical Co. Ltd..........44

Hamilton Products, Inc..........................................28

Heilind Electronics ...............................8, 37, 40, 48

HellermannTyton.....................................................19

Hoffman Products....................................................35

Industrial Wire and Cable Corp..........................29

Imada ..........................................................................24

INSCO ............................................................................6

Insulation Supply .......................................................6

Intro Corporation ....................................................12

Judco Manufacturing Inc......................................18

JWB Manufacturing, LLC.......................................57

Kawa Machine Tools SND, BHD .........................38

Kingsley Machines ...................................................45

Komax.....................................................................9, 60

Lakes Precision Inc..................................................28

Lone Star Industrial................................................41

LTL Tooling & Assembly..........................................18

Mark-10 .......................................................................45

Master Appliance Corp. ..........................................42

Mecal by Starn...................................................41, 49

Mechtrix Corporation.............................................22

Mello Company Inc., The.......................................51

Molex ...........................................................................17

Multi/Cable Corp. .......................................................7

National Wire ............................................................35

OES, Inc. ......................................................................51

Precision Plus, Inc. ..................................................44

Proline .........................................................................23

RPC Manufacturing Solutions, LLC ...................27

Schaefer Megomat USA Inc.34 ...........................32

Schaefer Technologies LLC .......................................5

Schleuniger Inc .............................................7, 29, 53
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